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Abstract 

Through the linguistic ethnography of a multiethnic barbershop, this paper explores the spaces, 
activities and sets of language practices in which an ethnically diverse mix of Frankfurt-residents-who-
grew-up-abroad and Frankfurt-residents-who-grew-up-in-Germany regularly converge.  In the patterns 
and strategies that the paper documents, interactional sensitivities are displayed which guide 
communication across diverse and discrepant language repertoires. These interactional sensitivities are 
manifest in: i) ecumenical German - a set of improvisations, involving various acts of communication 
accommodation and language socialisation, focused on encouraging comprehension; ii) a licence to 
cross, which regulates the deployment of heritage language resources; and iii) translating/interpreting 
as a practice of inclusion, whereby speakers continually monitor unfolding activities and participant 
frameworks and spontaneously resolve communicative discrepancies when they arise. 

Drawing extensively on transcripts of natural interaction, the project's findings are presented in three 
sections devoted to: i) the people and activities of the barbershop and their implications for our 
understanding of the everyday navigation of linguistic diversity; ii) the micro-ecology of language 
cultivated in this setting; and iii) the limits to comprehension and how these are coped with. 
Subsequent discussion of the findings suggests a number of problems with traditional conceptions of 
migrant L2 speakers in language research - especially where insufficient attention has been paid to the 
'Total Linguistic Fact' (Silverstein 1985) - and testifies to the important contribution that linguistic 
ethnography can make to our understanding of modes of life in diverse and constantly changing urban 
neighbourhoods.   

 

1. The context and challenge 

Within contemporary conditions of globalisation, the movement of people from and between 
countries has intensified, and many urban localities have become spaces of encounter 
between individuals and groups with an increased plurality of languages, experiences, 
affiliations and statuses (Blommaert and Rampton 2011). In order to understand modes of life 
in these diverse and constantly changing urban environments, it is important to identify the 
development of new alignments of people, situated activity, signs, and social perceptions. 
However, in language research, the default assumptions of subdisciplines often lead us to 
miss these. 

When investigating the speech of migrants, Second Language Acquisition (SLA) research has 
tended to draw on traditional distinctions and categories which separate the 'learner' and the 
'native', the 'ethnic minority' and the 'ethnic majority', and the 'heritage' and the 'target' 
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language. A great deal of work in sociolinguistics has sought to question these simple divides 
and constructions, criticising standard language ideology and looking for alternative patterns 
of systematic and creative language practice. Still, as Rampton (2013a) argues, the 
subdisciplines of sociolinguistics and SLA research divide language study up according to 
'default commonsense assumptions', approaching the same migrant speakers from the 
perspective of 'the romantic celebration of difference or creative agency that has been so 
common in sociolinguistics' or 'the presumption of deficit and remedial need in SLA' (2013a: 
377). Rampton suggests that such discrepant accounts arise out of inattention to the 'Total 
Linguistic Fact' (Silverstein 1985), elaborated as follows: 

'[t]he total linguistic fact, the datum for a science of language is irreducibly dialectic 
in nature. It is an unstable mutual interaction of meaningful sign forms, contextualised 
to situations of interested human use and mediated by the fact of cultural ideology' 
(1985: 220) 

Linguistic analysts tend to study one or two of these elements but not all three at the same 
time, leaving them to 'fill the gap' with the a priori assumptions of their subdiscipline, either 
erasing or exaggerating limitations of migrant speech, struggling against or aligning with 
monolingual/monocultural ideologies, and romanticising or remedialising migrant speakers 
(Rampton 2013a: 377).  

This leaves us lacking accounts of new alignments among ethnically diverse mixes of 
residents-who-grew-up-abroad and residents-who-grew-up-here, the spaces and activities in 
which they regularly come together, the kinds of language practices they develop for 'getting 
along', and local social perceptions surrounding these. In this respect, Blommaert and 
Rampton (2011: 14-15) emphasise the need for a lot more research on the language and 
literacy socialisation of individuals in diverse urban environments, especially across different 
migrant generations and in non-traditional sites for language learning. At the same time, they 
call for consideration of the limits to comprehension (Blommaert and Rampton 2011: 6-7) 
and the navigation of differences and inequalities in situations where linguistic repertoires 
may be both highly diverse and largely discrepant.  

The divides and research gaps set out above are strongly felt in language research in German-
speaking contexts. As Wiese (2014a, 2014b) discusses, German sociolinguists investigating 
language in multiethnic urban communities often find themselves faced with powerful 
standard language ideologies, widely held by the general public as well as linguists, which 
underlie the 'othering' and devaluation of the 'new urban vernaculars' and mixed-language 
forms that they investigate. Yet, in the search for alternative agendas, such language studies 
in German-speaking contexts have tended to take bilingualism as their entry point (mostly 
German-Turkish), remaining faithful to the older 'ethnic minorities paradigm' (see e.g. 
Hinnenkamp 1982, 1989; Hinnenkamp and Meng 2005; Keim 2012), and/or they focus on 
ethnically mixed groups of adolescents, who tend to speak standard and/or regional varieties 
of the majority language alongside their mixed-language forms (see Wiese 2009, 2012). As a 
result, the kinds of spaces, activities and sets of language practices in which ethnically 
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diverse mixes of residents-in-Germany-who-grew-up-abroad and residents-who-grew-up-in-
Germany regularly converge have not been considered.  

Looking towards filling this research gap, this project takes a particular everyday space in a 
diverse urban neighbourhood as its point of departure, rather than a pre-identified group of 
speakers. This 'spatial' approach has been more readily adopted in non-linguistic 
ethnographies of urban convivial cultures, such as Wise and Velayutham's (2013) 
investigation of some of the capacities, intuitions and practices underpinning 'convivial 
multiculture' in a multiethnic housing estate in Singapore and a diverse neighbourhood in 
Sydney.  

The chosen space for the linguistic ethnographic investigation on which this paper is based is 
a multifunctional and multiethnic barbershop (the Laden)1, which comprises both a 
hairdressing and café area, situated on a highly multiethnic shopping street close to Frankfurt 
am Main's central train station.  

 

2. Data collection and analysis 

Following Rampton's (2013a) critique of the inattention to the 'Total Linguistic Fact' 
(Silverstein 1985) in sociolinguistics and SLA research, this project employed the tools of 
linguistic ethnography, simultaneously investigating the 'sign forms' (e.g. linguistic forms and 
structures), 'situations of interested human use' (e.g. situated interactions, the activity types 
engaged in, and the social relations between interlocutors), and 'cultural ideology' (e.g. 
understandings and beliefs concerning language, society and culture) (Silverstein 1985; 
Rampton 2014) in play in spoken communication in the Laden.  

Accordingly, a variety of data collection methods were employed, including: i) observational 
and short interview surveys investigating the spoken interactions taking place in the Laden 
(these were audio-recorded using a dictaphone and specific features were commented on by 
participants); ii)  short questionnaires2 collecting general background information on the 
participants, including migration trajectories and language repertoires, as well as descriptions 
of the Laden and reflections on their use of it; and iii)  in-depth interviews encouraging 
reflection on language practices, social networks and local attachments.3 

The data collection lasted a total of four weeks and took place in April and July 2014. 19 
questionnaires were completed (4 by staff members and 15 by visitors), interviews lasting on 
average 45 minutes each were conducted with all of the staff members and five visitors (2 
staff members and 2 visitors were interviewed several times), and approximately 14 hours of 
interactional data were recorded. Patterns that hold across the variety of informants and social 

                                                           
1 Because of its multiple functions, this space will henceforth be referred to as the Laden ('shop') - its usefully 
ambiguous local designation.  
2 The questionnaires have been reproduced in Appendix 2. 
3
 This methodological triangulation allowed me 'to map out, or explain more fully, the richness and complexity 

of human behaviour by studying it from more than one standpoint' (Cohen, Manion and Morrison 2007: 141), 
and particularly from that of the local actors themselves. 
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encounters recorded will be illustrated here in selected representative interview extracts and 
spoken interactions. 

The findings will now be presented in three sections which consider: i) the people and 
activities of the Laden and their implications for our understanding of the everyday 
navigation of linguistic diversity; ii) the micro-ecology of language cultivated in this setting; 
and iii) the limits to comprehension and how these are coped with. 

 

3. People, activities, and implications for our understanding of the everyday navigation 
of linguistic diversity 

People  

The multiethnic shopping street on which the Laden is situated is characterised by diverse 
and plentiful migrant-run businesses and cultural and religious centres which, according to 
local narratives of improvement, have helped to revive the area after a period of urban 
degeneration in the 1980s and 90s resulting from failed economic restructurings, falling 
occupancy rates, and increased public drug taking (Schoppelreich 2002). The district within 
which this street is located, the Bahnhofsviertel (district around the central train station), has 
the highest proportion of 'foreign' residents as compared to the other Frankfurt districts 
(52.3% of the residents were classed as 'foreign' in 2012) (Stadt Frankfurt am Main 2013: 4), 
while the street's amenities also draw in many more frequenters with a migration background 
living in outer districts. Some of my informants reported regularly travelling to the area from 
as far away as Frankfurt-Bonames (a 40-minute train journey away). This leads to a highly 
diversified neighbourhood population, reflected upon as follows by Fahri (a customer who 
has been living in Germany for 25 years after arriving from Turkey as a young teenager) in 
response to a question asking why the clientele in the Laden is so mixed: 

Extract 1 

Fahri: es kommt auch von den Geschäften von den Moscheen von da- stimmt hier ist 
viel kulti multi ((meaning: 'multikulti')) in der Straße. wenn du woanders hingehst 
sind nirgendwo so viele Ausländer da. nicht so viel gemischte Bevölkerung. 
(Interview with Fahri, 11/07/14)4 

------------ 

Fahri: It also comes from the shops, from the mosques, from there- It's true, there is a 
lot of multiculti in the street. When you go somewhere else, there are nowhere so 
many foreigners there. Not so much mixed population. 

The Laden is a multifunctional space, rented and run by migrants for a diverse group of 
customers, the majority of whom (although not all) have a migration background. Despite 
being primarily homogeneous in gender (the majority of the visitors and all of the staff 

                                                           
4 Transcription conventions are provided in Appendix 1. 
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members being male)5, the community of people that comes together to work in or visit the 
Laden is heterogeneous according to, for example, migrant generation and status, country of 
origin, language repertoire, religion, and socioeconomic status.  

Ata, a 26-year-old hairdresser of Turkish origin, is the manager of the Laden and is focal in 
this account of it. He moved from southern Turkey to Germany with his family when he was 
one year old. His father originally ran the Laden as a café and the barbershop facility was 
added while Ata was completing his hairdressing training. Ata speaks Turkish, German, 
English and von allen ein bisschen ('a bit of everything'). He is helped part-time in the 
running of the Laden by Latif, a close family friend. Latif is 32 years old and originates from 
a Berber-speaking area of northern Morocco. He moved with his family to Holland when he 
was 10 years old and to Germany when he was 12 years old, where he completed his 
secondary school education. He works full-time in construction but is present in the Laden on 
several evenings and weekend days. He speaks a variety of Berber, Moroccan Arabic, 
German and some Dutch. Aside from Ata, two other hairdressers are employed full-time in 
the Laden: Anis and Lal. Anis is 38 years old and originates from western Morocco. After 
training and working as a hairdresser in Morocco, Anis moved to Germany alone 12 years 
ago. He grew up speaking Moroccan Arabic, Modern Standard Arabic and French and has 
learnt German since living in Germany. Lal is 28 years old and originates from northern 
India. He moved to Germany alone 3 years ago after short stays in Italy and Portugal, where 
he was unable to find work. Lal speaks Punjabi, Urdu and Bengali and has learnt some very 
limited German since living in Germany. 

Like the workforce, the Laden's group of customers is also highly diversified. During the 
course of my fieldwork, I noted visitors to the Laden originating from the following 27 
countries: 

South Asia:    Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka 

Southeast Asia:   Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam  

East Asia:    People's Republic of China, South Korea 

West Asia:    Iraq, Iran, Turkey 

Europe:    Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Italy, 
    Poland, Romania 

Northern and central Africa:  Algeria, Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Egypt, Ghana, Morocco 

                                                           
5 Women may bring their sons to the barbershop, spend time in the café area, or pass by looking for somebody 
or for help. These visits are, however, relatively infrequent. Inconsistent with the predominantly male 
community of people that come together in the Laden, my presence during fieldwork was quite marked. In order 
to limit my influence on participants' behaviour as far as possible, I carried out careful 'impression management' 
before and during the qualitative fieldwork, which facilitates the negotiation of 'insider'/'outsider' distinctions 
(Hammersley and Atkinson 1995: 83). I spent time in the Laden before my data collection commenced during 
visits to Frankfurt in December and March, socialising with the staff and visitors and building up a sense of trust 
and familiarity. These relaxed and friendly relations helped when approaching new informants, who were 
reassured by staff that they could be at ease around me. 
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The majority of the visitors with a migration background recorded during fieldwork were 
first-generation migrants, some were second-generation and fewer were third-generation. 
Many had highly complex migration trajectories, having settled in a number of countries 
before reaching Germany and gaining new language resources along the way. Some of the 
visitors were asylum seekers in Germany, some had temporary or permanent residency and 
others had (obtained) German citizenship. Some were retired or unemployed, while others 
had jobs as construction workers, cooks, shop workers, religious leaders, engineers and 
finance directors, for example. They also represented a range of ages from young children 
and teenagers to those in retirement (the age range recorded during fieldwork was 4 to 75), 
and they were members of different religious groups, the majority being Muslims, while 
others were Christians, Hindus, Sikhs and Buddhists.  

While the hairdressers are present in the Laden every day (only Anis has Sunday free), 
visitors tend to fit within one of the following groups:  

Café regulars:   people who visit the Laden on a daily basis or several times a week, 
   spending the majority of their time in the café area. They tend to live 
   or work in the direct vicinity of the Laden or visit the neighbouring 
   mosque several times a day. 

Barbershop regulars:  people who come to the Laden for barbershop services once or twice a 
   month. 

Passing/new trade:  people who occasionally visit the Laden alongside their visits to other 
   local amenities or who are visiting the Laden for the first time. 

So, from a communicative perspective alone, the staff all have different ethnolinguistic 
backgrounds and speak 10 different languages in total, while the visitors recorded originated 
from 27 different countries, and many had complex migration trajectories and diversified 
language repertoires that reflect this. How, then, do people in the Laden 'cope' with this 
linguistic diversity? We will begin to address this question by considering the specific spaces 
and activities in which these people converge and their implications for our understanding of 
the everyday navigation of linguistic diversity. 

 

Spaces, activities and implications for our understanding of the everyday navigation of 
linguistic diversity 

The two main service functions of the Laden are as a café and as a barbershop, with 
demarcated spaces for each. One enters the Laden through the main door into the café area, 
which comprises a bar with barstools, three sets of tables and chairs, and a large television. In 
this space, Turkish tea, coffee and cold drinks are served and the furnishings provide an 
environment for people to sit, have a drink, talk, play cards and watch television (mainly in 
German and Turkish).  
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Walking past the bar through a short hallway and a door on the right-hand side, one reaches 
the separate barbershop area. This area comprises four hairdressing chairs, each facing a 
mirror with a sink at its base. The barbershop area is an exclusively male space for male 
customers, constructed as such through its particular facilities and equipment and the 
hairdressing specialisms of the all-male staff. Moreover, one of the hairdressers is unable to 
touch women's hair for religious reasons. Services tend to be conducted on a walk-in basis 
and predominantly include haircutting and facial shaving. Opposite the barbershop area on 
the other side of the hallway is also a male toilet. 

As in social encounters in the café, talk tends to form a salient part of hairdressing encounters 
in the barbershop, both as part of the main and as a side activity. During hairdressing 
encounters, staff and visitors engage in fleeting movements between 'serious talk', tightly tied 
to the activity at hand (e.g. asking the hairdresser to cut the hair a little shorter), and 'casual 
talk', 'a means by which the actor handles himself during passing moments... only loosely 
interconnected to surrounding events' (Goffman 1974: 501). 'Casual talk' was glossed by the 
fifteen visitors who responded to my questionnaire in folk metalinguistics as Tagesgespräch 
('talk of the day/town'), Alltagsgespräch ('everyday talk'), Tägliches ('everyday stuff'), 
Allgemeines ('general stuff'), was gerade einfällt ('whatever comes to mind'), and it more 
specifically includes things like news, local happenings, friends, family and work. According 
to Anis' professional language ideology, hairdressers understand this casual talk to be an 
important element of their professional role and commercial relationships: 

Extract 2 

Anis: ja ja natürlisch Friseure sind bekannt. er redet so viel. das ist in ganz Welt. nicht 
nur hier aber (.) alle Friseure in ganz Welt ist- wir reden mit Kunden. ja. halbe Stunde 
oder ein Stunde nur sitzen und nischt reden das ist ein bisschen langweilig. (Interview 
with Anis, 03/04/14) 

------------ 

Anis: Yeah, yeah, of course, hairdressers are well known. He talks so much. That is in 
the whole world. Not just here but (.) all hairdressers in the whole world are- We talk 
with customers. Yeah. Half an hour or an hour just sitting and not talking, that is a bit 
boring. 

Dominant discourses, in which the idea of single bounded languages is hegemonic, may lead 
us to assume that the linguistic diversity of the Laden results in interactions and talk 
characterised by unpredictability, instability and misunderstanding. Such assumptions are 
evoked in my question to Ata in the following interview extract: 

Extract 3 

Louise: mm (.) aber was passiert zum ersten Mal wenn jemand hierherkommt der kein 
Deutsch oder Englisch oder Türkisch kann. 

Ata: der wird- dann werden wir ihm alles erzählen. und alles sagen. 

Louise: wie auf Deutsch? 
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Ata: auf Deutsch auf Türkisch auf (.) keine Ahnung was=Indisch (.) ((showing Louise 
his village on a map of Turkey and proceeding to talk about this)) das ist hier mein 
Dorf. (Conversation with Ata, 03/04/14) 

------------ 

Louise: Mm (.) but what happens the first time when somebody comes here who can't 
speak German or English or Turkish? 

Ata: He will- Then we will tell him everything, and say everything. 

Louise: How, in German? 

Ata: In German, in Turkish, in (.) no idea what, Indian (.) ((showing Louise his village 
on a map of Turkey and proceeding to talk about this)) That is here my village. 

I posed the question from the dominant 'single bounded languages' standpoint which holds 
that a spoken interaction with a visitor lacking proficiency in German, English and Turkish 
(languages spoken by Ata) would constitute an exceptional communicative event with 
potential communicative difficulties and the risk of misunderstanding. However, Ata's 
response implies three things: firstly, that he does not perceive interactions to evolve first and 
foremost along the lines of single bounded languages, but along the lines of the information 
that needs to be conveyed to the hypothetical new customer (dann werden wir ihm alles 
erzählen. und alles sagen ('then we will tell him everything, and say everything')); secondly, 
that some form of linguistic elasticity enables Ata to communicate with the hypothetical new 
customer using language (German or Turkish) that they do not themselves speak or to offer 
an alternative ('Indian') (auf Deutsch auf Türkisch auf (.) keine Ahnung was=Indisch ('In 
German, in Turkish, in (.) no idea what, Indian')) and; thirdly, that linguistic diversity is a 
mundane part of everyday life in the Laden, since Ata did not consider my question to be 
worthy of much thought, deliberation or discussion, as we observe in his signalling of 
disinterest (auf (.) keine Ahnung was=Indisch ('in (.) no idea what, Indian')) and rapid change 
of topic.  

This suggests that, in seeking to understand the everyday navigation of linguistic diversity, 
we need to identify structures of communicative practice that the traditional notion of single 
bounded languages tends to lead us to miss. Indeed, if we take into account the structure, 
demands and expectations of the particular activity types in which customers in the Laden 
come to engage (e.g. having one's hair cut or a cup of tea), the histories of practice that enable 
staff to anticipate the needs of customers, and the genre of their interactions, the organisation 
of communicative practice becomes far more predictable.  

Ata's initial response to my question above (dann werden wir ihm alles erzählen. und alles 
sagen ('then we will tell him everything, and say everything')) suggests that there is 
something to tell regarding how things in the Laden work, a procedure of some sort, learnt 
through histories of practice. Indeed, Anis describes a pattern of conduct which his 
hairdressing encounters tend to follow: 

Extract 4 
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Anis: gar nix reden das ist unmöglisch. 

Louise: unmöglich? 

Anis: wenigstens muss sagen bitte schön setzen Sie. ja? das hört höflich. und danach 
wie kann ich- was kann ich für Sie tun. was err wie willst du schneiden. ja muss 
reden. es geht nicht einfach sitzen und Haare schneiden. das kann man sonst nicht mit 
Kunden diskutieren weil die Haare- wenn er ist Stammkunde und er kommt immer 
und isch weiß was er will? er kann sitzen ohne mir sagen zum Beispiel isch will so 
oder isch will so. aber trotzdem du musst an andere Sachen reden=und wie gehts. gut. 
heute ist schön Wetter draußen. bist du von Arbeit gekommen. sowas musste geben. 
nicht einfach sitzen und Haare schneiden.  

Louise: das geht gar nicht. 

Anis: nein. 

Louise: aber was wenn sie nichts verstehen. gar nichts. 

Anis: wenn die Leute versteht kein Deutsch? ja da muss wissen was muss machen. 
egal wenn er sagt zum Beispiel er letzte hat gesagt isch will das kleiner schneiden. 
oder ein bisschen das. etwas sagen ja? 

Louise: also ein bisschen das kleiner oder so was. 

Anis: oder hier zum Beispiel er sagt ((showing with fingers how much hair to cut)) so 
bis hier. oder gar nix hier schneiden. (Interview with Anis, 03/04/14) 

------------ 

Anis: Not to talk at all, that is impossible. 

Louise: Impossible? 

Anis: You at least have to say, please, take a seat. Yeah? That sounds polite. And 
then, how can I- What can I do for you? What err how would you like your hair cut? 
Yeah, have to talk. It doesn't work just sitting and cutting hair. Otherwise you can't 
discuss with the customers, because the hair- If he is a regular customer and he always 
comes and I know what he wants, he can sit without saying to me, for example, I want 
so or I want so. But still you have to talk about other things. And how are you? Good. 
The weather is nice outside today. Have you come from work? There has to be 
something like that. Not just sitting and cutting hair. 

Louise: That's not possible at all. 

Anis: No 

Louise: But what happens when they don't understand anything? Nothing at all. 

Anis: If the people don't understand German? Yeah, then you have to know what you 
have to do. It doesn't matter, if he says- for example, the last one said 'I want to cut 
that smaller'. Or 'a bit that'. Say something, yeah? 

Louise: So 'a bit that smaller' or something like that? 
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Anis: Or here for example, he says ((showing with fingers how much hair to cut)) 'so, 
up to here'. Or 'not cut at all here'. 

As Anis reports and observation of activity in the Laden during fieldwork attests, hairdressing 
encounters tend to include: 

i) the initiation of the encounter, which can be as simple as a nod from the entering customer 
in the direction of the desired hairdresser or may involve greetings;  

ii) invitation to sit; 

iii) the consultation, during which the customer is asked how they would like their hair to be 
cut;  

iv) fleeting movements between 'serious talk' and 'casual talk' (as discussed above); 

v) elicitation of approval from the customer that they are satisfied with the haircut; and  

vi) payment and farewells.  

This patterned activity affords a level of predictability as to the organisation of 
communicative practice. It requires the communicative resources necessary to direct the 
hairdresser to cut the hair in a particular way (which, as Anis reports, can be mostly verbal or 
mostly non-verbal) and, ideally, the particular shared genre of 'casual talk'. The same can be 
said of ordering refreshments in the café area, which can involve elaborate conversation or is 
sometimes performed through a few words and hand gestures.  

We will now start to look more closely at the texture of the interactions between individuals 
in the Laden in order to illustrate the combinations of language resources brought together 
there and the linguistic and communicative patterns emerging from them for bridging diverse 
and discrepant language repertoires. 

 

4. The micro-ecology of language in the Laden 

The 'feature pool': diverse levels of German proficiency and accented forms, elements of 
local regional varieties, and heritage/other language resources 

The multilingual setting, into and out of which individuals with highly diverse and discrepant 
language repertoires are continually moving, brings together a plurality of combinations of 
(competing) linguistic elements and resources. In line with Wiese's (2013) description and 
theorisation of the special dynamics of language and dialect contact situations for language 
variation and change, this can be described as a 'feature pool' (Cheshire et al. 2011; Mufwene 
2001; in Wiese 2013: 3). People in the Laden have been living in Germany for differing 
amounts of time and tend to have varying language learning biographies, often characterised 
by multilingual upbringings, complex migration trajectories, and the multiethnic Frankfurt 
neighbourhood. Accordingly, alongside diverse levels of German proficiency and accented 
forms, including non-standard forms associated with language contact and second language 
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acquisition, we find elements of local regional German varieties as well as heritage/other 
language resources.  

I will illustrate this using the following interaction which took place in the café area of the 
Laden and involved a number of actors, most centrally Ata and Hui. Hui is 57 years old, 
originates from Singapore and has been living in Germany for 34 years. He reports speaking 
various varieties of Chinese as well as English, Malay and German. A playful conversation 
between Ata and Hui, in which Ata conducts a pretend interview with Hui and they talk about 
his language abilities, spans the length of the interaction, but there are a number of language 
switches/crossings due to people coming and going in the café and changing the participant 
framework.  

Extract 5 

1 Ata: Hui.  

2 Hui: was 

3 Ata: wie alt sind sie schon. in deutschland. 

4 Louise: er macht interview. 

5 Ata: wie alt sind sie schon in deutschland. 

6 Hui: paar monat. 

7 Ata: das war leider NIscht rischtige antwort.  

8 Louise: ((laughs)) 

9 Ata: was wollen sie in deutschland erreichen? machen? 

10 Hui: wohnen 

11 Ata: das war leider falsch.  

((Ata switches into (informal/vernacular) Turkish, offering two Turkish-speaking 
customers drinks. Ata has had a big delivery of ayran today - a cold yoghurt drink, 
considered the national drink in Turkey - and wants to sell it))  

12 Ata: Ahmet, bisey iciyon? ((= Ahmet, you drinking anything?)) 

13 Ahmet: hih? 

14 Ata: kayfe veriyim? ((= should I give you coffee?)) 

15 other Turkish-speaker: cay ((= tea)) 

16 Ahmet: cay iciyim ((= let me drink tea)) 

17 other Turkish-speaker: cay iciyim ((= let me drink tea)) 

18 Ata: ayran vereyim ne vereyim be? ((= let me give you ayran, what should I give?)) 

19 Hui: cay ((= tea)) 
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20 Ata: ayran gider ya ((= ayran goes well)) 

21 Hui: ayran auch geht.  

22 Ahmet: ayran o kadar istemez ya ((= ayran does not go really well)) 

23 other Turkish-speaker: ayrana gerek yok ((= no need for ayran)) 

24 Hui: ayran noch besser. (.) ((talking to Louise about her phone)) diese nix teuer oder? 

25 Louise: nee nee nicht teuer. 

26 Hui: na- nach england besser oder?  

27 Louise: mmm mmm 

28 Hui: isch tinken ((meaning: 'think' - 'denken' in German)) auch england besser.  

29 Louise: mmm (..)  

30 Hui: hier brauchen wohnung alles. haus. teuer. 

31 Ata: ja aber Hui [XX] willst deine WOhnung loswerden. hast du die adresse Louise? 
 ((laughs)) 

32 Hui: was? 

33 Ata: wie bitte heißt es immer noch in deutschland. 

34 Hui: was? keine WIE bitte. 

35 Ata: waRUM nischt. hast du kein deutsch gelernt? oder was. 

36 Hui: nein. JA geNAU keine deutsch geLERnt. 

37 Ata: warum bist du dann hier? 

38 Hui: huh? 

39 Ata: wie lange bist du dann hier? 

40 Hui: ja früher brauchen NIx prüfung deutsche. ((referring to German-language test 
 for migrants6)) 

41 Ata: und jetzt? 

42 Hui: jetzt prüfung eGAl. isch hab so nen er unbefris- befris- in deutschland egal. [XX] 
 ((meaning: unbefristete Aufenthaltserlaubnis - 'permanent residence permit')) 

43 Ata: wie MEInst du das jetzt. wenn du jetzt prüfung wei- weißt. [XX] 

44 Hui: wenn du sagen SO denn gucken- gucken deine mama. sprachen- 

                                                           
6 As in other European nation-states, Germany's Zuwanderungsgesetz (Migration Law) (2005) treats learning the 
national language as central to social integration, and if their proficiency is deemed insufficient, people seeking 
permanent residency in Germany are required to do approximately 600 hours of language training and language 
tests (Bundesministerium des Innern 2014). 
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45 Ata: meine mama AUch deutsch sprechen aber. 

46 Hui: NEIn 

47 Ata: DOch 

48 Hui: doktor auch muss mit er er übersetzung zusammen gehen. 

49 Ata: norMAL doktor ist ANdere thema. doktor ist- 

50 Hui: nein doktor- ISCH doktor brauchen NIx übersetzung. 

51 Ata: EHRlisch. dann du bist DEUtscher. 

52 Hui: ja anen isch mit deutsch [sprache.  

53 Ata: [((laughs)) 

54 Hui: krankheit WAs krankheit. isch kein problem. (([probləm])) 

55 Ata: du sagst immer isch geh akupunktur fertisch. 

56 Hui: nein isch lassen drücken ja anen die doktor auch gesagt ERste oder opeRAtion  

57 (([opəreIʃ ən])) und ZWEIte ist therapie. anen isch weiß therapie nur strom ge? 
 ((makes sounds of electricity)) 

58 Ata: therapie ist scheiße. what I think. [therapie is shit. 

59 Hui: [anen meine FREUnd die DARm kreb. anen isch auch wei kreb. und auch  

60 eine keine sprachen deutsche anen [auch bei mir sagen oh zusammen doktor.  

61 Ata: [((speaks to customers in Turkish)) 

62 Hui: anen die doktor bei mir sagen oh diese leber KREb. KREb 

63 Ata: ((talking to entering customer)) qué tal ((Spanish = how are you?)) 

64 Hui: anen muss operation (([opəreIʃ ən)). isch auch wei- ne? kreb du diese ((showing  

65 size of tumour with hands)) kleine stück. ja kreb. 

66 Louise: so groß. 

67 Hui: ja so groß. anen operation. (([opəreIʃ ən)) isch nix. doktor kein problem.  

68 (([probləm])) mit MAma muss Ata oder schwester.  

69 Ata: ja norMAL das ist doch normal. 

70 Hui: was normale. isch AUch normale oder? 

(...) 

71 Hui: anen deine mama auch kein schule. isch auch kein schule. normal. 

72 Ata: aber meine mama verSTEHt deutsch nur die kann nischt deutsch SPREchen. 
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73 Hui: ja isch auch verstehen- 

74 Ata: guck mal du kannst deutsch sprechen aber du verstehst kein deutsch. 

((Latif enters)) 

75 Latif: as-salamu alaykum ((Arabic Islamic greeting = Peace be upon you! Local 
 usage: Hello/Good day!)) 

76 Hui: wa alaykumu s-salam ((Arabic Islamic greeting response = And unto you peace! 
 Local usage: Hello/Good day!)) 

77 Latif: ((to Louise)) hallo  

78 Louise: hi  

79 Latif: na wie gehts. 

80 Ata: ((talking about Hui)) und der versteht auch noch AUsländisch man.  

(Louise continues talking to Hui about German language tests for migrants) (Interaction, 
03/04/14) 

------------ 

1 Ata: Hui.  

2 Hui: What? 

3 Ata: How old are you already? In Germany. 

4 Louise: He is doing interview. 

5 Ata: How old are you already in Germany? 

6 Hui: Few month. 

7 Ata: That was unfortunately not correct answer.  

8 Louise: ((laughs)) 

9 Ata: What do you want to achieve, do, in Germany? 

10 Hui: Live. 

11 Ata: That was unfortunately incorrect.  

((Ata switches into (informal/vernacular) Turkish, offering two Turkish-speaking 
customers drinks. Ata has had a big delivery of ayran today - a cold yoghurt drink, 
considered the national drink in Turkey - and wants to sell it))  

12 Ata: Ahmet, bisey iciyon? ((= Ahmet, you drinking anything?)) 

13 Ahmet: hih? 

14 Ata: kayfe veriyim? ((= should I give you coffee?)) 
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15 other Turkish-speaker: cay ((= tea)) 

16 Ahmet: cay iciyim ((= let me drink tea)) 

17 other Turkish-speaker: cay iciyim ((= let me drink tea)) 

18 Ata: ayran vereyim ne vereyim be? ((= let me give you ayran, what should I give?)) 

19 Hui: cay ((= tea)) 

20 Ata: ayran gider ya ((= ayran goes well)) 

21 Hui: Ayran also goes. 

22 Ahmet: ayran o kadar istemez ya ((= ayran does not go really well)) 

23 other Turkish-speaker: ayrana gerek yok ((= no need for ayran)) 

24 Hui: Ayran even better. (.) ((talking to Louise about her phone)) This not expensive, 
 right?  

25 Louise: No, no, not expensive. 

26 Hui: To England better, right?  

27 Louise: mmm mmm 

28 Hui: I tinken ((meaning: 'think' - 'denken' in German)) also England better.  

29 Louise: mmm (..)  

30 Hui: Here needINF apartment, everything. House. Expensive. 

31 Ata: Yeah, but Hui [XX] want to get rid of your apartment. Have you got the 
 address, Louise? ((laughs)) 

32 Hui: What? 

33 Ata: 'Pardon?' is still what you say in Germany. 

34 Hui: What? No 'pardon?'. 

35 Ata: Why not? Have you not learnt any German, or what?  

36 Hui: No. Yeah, exactly, no German learnt. 

37 Ata: Why are you here then? 

38 Hui: Huh? 

39 Ata: How long have you been here? 

40 Hui: Yeah, before needINF nothing test German. ((referring to German-language test 
 for migrants)) 

41 Ata: And now? 
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42 Hui: Now test, doesn't matter. I have a unbefris- befris- in Germany, doesn't matter. 
 [XX] ((meaning: unbefristete Aufenthaltserlaubnis - 'permanent residence permit')) 

43 Ata: How do you mean that now, if you now know test. [XX] 

44 Hui: If you sayINF so then lookINF lookINF your Mum. SpeakINF-  

45 Ata: My Mum also German speakINF though.  

46 Hui: No. 

47 Ata: Yes! 

48 Hui: Doctor also must with er er translation goINF together.  

49 Ata: Of course. Doctor is different issue. Doctor is- 

50 Hui: No doctor- I doctor needINF nothing translation 

51 Ata: Really? Then you are German! 

52 Hui: Yeah, and then I with German [language.  

53 Ata: [((laughs)) 

54 Hui: Illness what illness. I no problem. 

55 Ata: You always say, 'I go acupuncture, finished'. 

56 Hui: No, I letINF press, yeah and then the doctor also said first or operation  

57 and second is therapy and then I know therapy, just electricity, right? ((makes sounds 
 of electricity)) 

58 Ata: Therapy is shit. ((speaking in English)) What I think. [Therapy is shit.  

59 Hui: [And then my friend the intestine cancer, and then I also know, cancer. and also  

60 a no speakINF German and then [also by me sayINF 'oh together doctor'. 

61 Ata: [((speaks to customers in Turkish)) 

62 Hui: and then the doctor by me sayINF 'oh this liver cancer'. Cancer. 

63 Ata: ((talking to entering customer)) qué tal ((Spanish = how are you?)) 

64 Hui: Anen must operation. I also know, right? Cancer, you this ((showing size of  

65 tumour with hands)) small piece. Yeah, cancer. 

66 Louise: So big? 

67 Hui: Yeah, so big. Anen operation. I nothing. Doctor no problem. With Mum must  

68 Ata or sister  

69 Ata: Yeah, of course. That is normal. 
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70 Hui: What normale. I also normale, right? 

(...) 

71 Hui: And then your Mum also no school, I also no school. Normal. 

72 Ata: But my Mum understands German, just she can't speak German.  

73 Hui: Yeah, I also understand- 

74 Ata: Look, you can speak German but you don't understand German. 

((Latif enters)) 

75 Latif: as-salamu alaykum ((Arabic Islamic greeting = Peace be upon you! Local 
 usage: Hello/Good day!)) 

76 Hui: wa alaykumu s-salam ((Arabic Islamic greeting response = And unto you peace! 
 Local usage: Hello/Good day!)) 

77 Latif: ((to Louise)) Hello!  

78 Louise: Hi!  

79 Latif: How are you? 

80 Ata: ((talking about Hui)) And he even understands foreigner language, man!  

(Louise continues talking to Hui about German language tests for migrants) 

(X INF = verb in infinitive form) 

 

Various linguistic elements and resources come together in this interaction. As an adult 
second language German speaker (albeit with self-reported linguistic confidence (see lines 
50-54, 67)), Hui speaks a form of German with non-standard features in the areas of 
grammar, pronunciation and lexicon. For example, with regard to his repertoire of syntactic 
structures and grammatical inflections, Hui tends not to conjugate verbs for person, tense or 
mood (see lines 44, 50, 60, 62, 73) or leaves verbs out altogether (see lines 24, 26, 54, 56, 60, 
62, 64, 68, 70, 71). Other clause components, such as subjects, may not be present (see lines 
30, 48, 60, 64), as well as function words, such as articles (see lines 30, 40, 48) and 
prepositions (48, 50). In terms of accent or pronunciation, Hui's speech shows signs of 
contact with other languages in his repertoire, for example with English, exemplified in: Hui's 
use of denn/anen (see e.g. lines 44, 52) which also appears in Hui's conversations in English 
with me, seemingly stemming from the English then/and then; his formulation of 'to think' as 
tinken ('denken' in German) (see line 28); and his pronunciation of Problem ([probləm]) (see 
lines 54, 67) and Operation ([opəreıʃ ən]) (see line 56) which take the English rather than the 
German form. Hui also displays difficulty in some areas lexicon, for example through his 
formulation of unbefristete Aufenthaltserlaubnis ('permanent residence permit') as unbefris- 
befris- in Deutschland (see line 42). Ata accommodates Hui's form of German by simplifying 
his speech, for example by also sometimes leaving out certain grammatical information (e.g. 
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verb inflections for person (see line 45) and articles (see lines 7, 49)) and by selecting lexical 
items that are more likely to be understood (see e.g. line 9 where Ata says erreichen 
('achieve') but immediately follows this up with machen ('do'), a far more common verb).  

Alongside differing levels of German proficiency and accented forms, elements of local 
regional German varieties are present, illustrated for example by Hui's use of ge?, a question 
tag common to Southern German dialects (='right?') (see line 57). Moreover, we observe 
various moments for the deployment of heritage/other language resources: when Ata 
addresses and interacts with the Turkish-speaking customers (see lines 12-23), when Ata 
switches into English to discredit Hui's view of therapy (line 58), when a customer enters the 
Laden and is greeted by Ata in Spanish (see line 63), and when Latif enters and greets the 
group in Arabic (see line 75). When switches/crossings into Turkish and Arabic occur, Hui 
demonstrates comprehension (relaying one of Ata's Turkish utterances in German (see lines 
20 and 21)) and an ability to respond appropriately in these languages (Turkish in line 19 and 
Arabic in line 82).  

We must now turn our attention to the linguistic and communicative patterns and strategies 
that emerge out of this feature pool and the ways in which the main actors involved in their 
cultivation reflect upon them. 

 

From 'pool' to 'pond': Cultivating ecumenical German 

As Wiese (2013) theorises in the case of multiethnolects such as Kiezdeutsch, we could argue 
that this 'feature pool' is cultivated into a local 'feature pond' - a micro-ecology of language in 
which particular linguistic and communicative patterns and strategies coalesce out of the 
various combinations of language resources brought together in the linguistically diverse 
setting. Wiese (2013) elaborates: 

'...we can regard the speaker as some potent gardener, a "Creator of Ponds" who 
chooses a particular set-up for a pond according to a particular context, where 
different communicative situations contribute different sets of environmental 
conditions that favour certain feature choices over others, but do not mechanistically 
determine them.' (2013: 3) 

Ata, the manager of the Laden, plays a focal role in this process, cultivating what I will refer 
to as 'ecumenical German'. This is a set of improvisations, licensed by a particular (receptive) 
sensibility, involving various acts of accommodation and language socialisation that guide 
communication across diverse and disparate levels of German proficiency and accented 
forms. The term is borrowed from Blommaert's (2014) description of 'oecumenical Dutch' in 
his analysis of the linguistic landscapes of a superdiverse Antwerp neighbourhood which, he 
argues, 'enables an open channel of interaction over and beyond the extreme diversity of 
communicating actors, over and beyond degrees of fluency and control over the language...' 
(Blommaert 2014: 435). 
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Shifting to assimilate to the speech of the interlocutor 

One element in this set of improvisations involves 'shifting' in order to assimilate to the 
speech of the interlocutor and encourage understanding. This is achieved by 'turning up' or 
'turning down' (see Sharma and Rampton 2011: 15) the kinds of non-standard forms seen in 
extract 5 and reacting to signals of non-understanding. 

These practices of shifting will be illustrated using the following interaction, which took 
place in the café area of the Laden. At the beginning of the extract, Ata, Latif and I are 
talking about Hui, who has just left the Laden with the intention of going home. Al then 
enters the Laden seeking hot water from Ata for making coffee. Al is a café regular and first-
generation migrant originating from Algeria, who has been living in Germany for one year, 
after having spent twenty years in Italy and one year in Spain. He speaks Arabic, Italian and 
some very limited German. The subsequent interaction between Al and Ata is framed by a 
request and an expression of gratitude for the hot water. However, through a sequence of 
personal exchanges on the topic of coffee (frequency of drinking, type of coffee drunk), Ata 
gradually arrives at an extended personal anecdote, which fills the time taken to perform Al's 
request. After Al has left, Ata and I briefly comment on the colour of Al's water glasses. 

Extract 6 

1 Ata: ((looking out of the back window at Hui who has entered the supermarket behind  

2 the Laden)) guck mal=der Hui hat gesagt isch geh nach HAUse ne?  

3 Latif: WAs hat er zu hause. WAs hat er zu hause. WER wartet für ihn- bei ihm zu  

4 hause. [KEIn mensch. 

5 Ata: [KEIner. deswegen GUck. aber ER sagt hier bei uns isch geh nach hause ciao  

6 und geht er so? und danach ist er so reingegangen. 

7 Latif: ((referring to his former home in Holland)) lieber in holland.  

8 Louise: der hof ist sein [zuhause. 

9 Latif: [lieber zu hause. isch WOllt eine heiraten. 

10 Ata: ahhh. 

11 Latif: [XX XX] ((Latif leaves the café area)) 

12 Louise: die Ayla. wo wohnt sie? ((Ayla = passing customer who was in the café that 
 morning)) 

13 Ata: ((laughing)) die Ayla? 

14  Al: ((Al enters Laden holding two glasses)) Ata.  

15 Ata: ja 

16 Al: zwei in diese WAsser WArm. ja hier. ((to Louise)) trinken kaffee? madam? 
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17  Louise: danke nee. nicht für mich. hab heute FRÜh schon kaffee getrunken. darf  

18  nur EINmal am tag kaffee trinken. 

19  Al: nur einmal?  

20  Louise: einmal=nur EINmal. 

21  Ata: warum? 

22  Al: ehh io ((io = 'I' in Italian)) immer vier.  

23  Louise: vier? 

24  Al: ja. vier fünf sechs (.) WAllah. ((wallah = [I promise] by God in Arabic)) 

25  Ata: isch trink kaffee schWARz nur. 

26  Al: espresso uh Ata uh 

27  Ata: oder espresso ja ok. 

28  Al: espresso gut. Ata espresso. 

29  Ata: oh isch hab einmal espresso mit ZEHn zucker reingemacht. 

30  Al: das viel zucker. 

31  Ata: probLEM ((making noises to convey feeling of 'sugar shock')) eruhhh  

32  Al: wallah? 

33  Ata: WAllah. ((showing size with fingers)) so espresso. mit zehn zucker. ahhhh so.  

34  ehrlisch das NIX gut. sbahn [alles ((he was riding the suburban railway at the time)) 

35  Al: [wallah? 

36  Ata: oooh alles so eruhhh. nix gut. nix gut. zehn zucker mit- 

37  Al: =zehn?  

38  Ata: ja ZEHn zucker. (.) espREsso. hier. ((picking up sugar cube and small cup)) zehn  

39 SO (.) kaffee SO. ZEHn diese-  

40  Al: zehn?  

41  Ata: ja. zehn diese rein. (.) ZEHn. isch hab ZEHn? (.) isch test (.) ZEHn. ((makes 
 swigging sound)) 

42  Al: mmm 

43  Ata: ZWEI minUten=erst normal? (.) ZWEI minUten und dann eruuuhhh 

44  Al: wallah?  

45  Ata: zwei minuten eruhhh. alles eruhhh. auge (.) eruhhh. isch bekam ZUcker schock.  
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46  es hat ZWEI minuten gedauert. ehrlisch Al ((putting up two fingers)) TWO minutes.  

47  zwei minuten? und dann oooh. sbahn-  

48 Al: [XX] 

49  Ata: alles schlecht alles schlecht alles vroo vroo vroo. VIEl problem. zucker?- 

50  Al: ah zucker 

51  Ata: ja. ((picking up small cup)) kleine? zehn zucker? psssh. aber ZWEI minuten.  

52  trinken. (.) zwei minuten norMAL? (.) zwei minuten. pshhh. 

53  Al: kaputt. 

54  Ata: ja. FÜNf stunden. kaputt kopf. 

55  Al: fünf stunden? ((Ata gives Al the water)) ok ok danke schön. danke schön Ata. ja?  

56  Ata: bitte schön Al ((Al leaves))  

57  Louise: ((talking about coloured water glasses)) sieht SCHÖn aus mit der farbe.  

58  Ata: ne? sieht aus wie so ne- [XX] wenn man da was REIngemixed hat. 

(Interaction between Ata, Al and Louise, 03/04/14) 

------------ 

1 Ata: ((looking out of the back window at Hui who has entered the supermarket behind  

2 the Laden)) Look, Hui said 'I'm going home', right? 

3 Latif: What has he got at home. What has he got at home. Who is waiting for him at  

4 home. [Nobody 

5 Ata: [Nobody. That's why, look. But, he says here with us, 'I'm going home, bye' and  

6 he goes, and afterwards he went in so. 

7 Latif: ((referring to his former home in Holland)) Rather in Holland.  

8 Louise: The courtyard is his [home 

9 Latif: [Rather at home. I wanted to marry one. 

10 Ata: ahhh. 

11 Latif: [XX XX] ((Latif leaves the café area)) 

12 Louise: Ayla. Where does she live? ((Ayla = passing customer who was in the café 
 that morning)) 

13 Ata: ((laughing)) Ayla?  

14  Al: ((Al enters Laden holding two glasses)) Ata.  
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15 Ata: Yeah 

16 Al: Two in these, water warm. Yeah here. ((to Louise)) DrinkINF coffee? Madam?  

17  Louise: Thank you, no. Not for me. Already drank coffee this morning. Only allowed  

18  to drink coffee once a day. 

19  Al: Only once? 

20  Louise: Once, only once. 

21  Ata: Why? 

22  Al: ehh io ((io = 'I' in Italian)) always four. 

23  Louise: Four? 

24   Al: Yeah. Four, five, six (.) WAllah. ((Arabic = [I promise] by God)) 

25  Ata: I only drink coffee black. 

26  Al: Espresso uh Ata uh 

27  Ata: Or espresso yeah ok. 

28  Al: Espresso good. Ata espresso. 

29  Ata: Oh I once had espresso with ten sugars put in. 

30  Al: That a lot of sugar. 

31  Ata: Problem ((making noises to convey feeling of 'sugar shock')) eruhhh  

32  Al: Wallah? 

33  Ata: Wallah. ((showing size with fingers)) So espresso. With ten sugars. Ahhhh so.  

34  Honestly that not good. sbahn ((Sbahn = suburban railway)) [everything ((he was 
 riding the suburban railway at the time)) 

35  Al: [Wallah? 

36  Ata: Oooh everything so eruhhh. Not good. Not good. Ten sugars with- 

37  Al: =Ten? 

38  Ata: Yeah, ten sugars. (.) Espresso. Here. ((picking up sugar cube and small cup)) Ten  

39 so (.) coffee so. Ten these- 

40  Al: Ten? 

41  Ata: Yeah. Ten these in. (.) Ten. I have ten? (.) I test (.) ten. ((makes swigging sound)) 

42 Al: Mmm 

43  Ata: Two minutes=first normal? (.) Two minutes and then eruuuhhh 
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44 Al: Wallah? 

45  Ata: Two minutes eruhhh. Everything eruhhh. Eye (.) eruhhh. I got sugar shock. 

46 It took two minutes. Honestly, Al. ((speaking in English and putting up two  

47 fingers)) Two minutes. ((speaking in German)) Two minutes? And then oooh. Sbahn- 

48 Al: [XX] 

49  Ata: Everything bad everything bad everything vroo vroo vroo. Lots of problem. 
 Sugar?- 

50  Al: Ah sugar 

51 Ata: Yeah. ((picking up small cup)) Small? Ten sugars? Psssh. But two minutes. 

52  DrinkINF. (.) Two minutes normal? (.) Two minutes. Pshhh. 

53  Al: kaput.  

54  Ata: Yeah. Five hours. Kaput head. 

55  Al: Five hours? ((Ata gives Al the water)) Ok ok, thank you very much. Thank you 
 very much, Ata, yeah? 

56  Ata: You're welcome, Al ((Al leaves)) 

57  Louise: ((talking about coloured water glasses)) Looks nice with the colour.  

58  Ata: Right? Looks like a- [XX] if you've mixed something in there. 

(X INF = verb in infinitive form) 

 

In this interaction, we can observe shifting according to changes in the participant 
framework. Ata moves from a form of German with more standard features (in interaction 
with Latif and I), to a heavily simplified form (in interaction with Al), and back again to a 
form of German with more standard features (in interaction with me). 

It is clear that Al's German proficiency is very limited. His utterances in this spoken 
interaction generally consist of two or three words, which are sometimes supplemented with 
other language transfers (e.g. io, Italian = 'I'). Ata appears to assimilate to Al's speech by also 
generally producing two or three word utterances (see e.g. lines 33-4, 36, 38-9, 41), and by 
solving uncertainties through the use of measures of repair which work both reactively and 
prophylactically.7 For example, after Ata has indicated three times the amount of sugar he put 
in his espresso, Al makes a request for ratification (zehn? ('ten?')) (see line 37). Ata interprets 
this as non-understanding of his anecdote, which he had previously completed between lines 
29 and 36. He thus proceeds to retell his anecdote, solving the arising interactional difficulties 

                                                           
7 See Hinnenkamp (1989: 70-1) for a similar tendency in interactions between ethnic-Germans and Turkish 
migrants. 
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using three main strategies: continual ratification, focus marking, and non-linguistic 
communication. 

Firstly, we see continual repetition which offers the hearer the opportunity to re-process the 
information. This is performed throughout, on one occasion through a language switch from 
German to English (ehrlisch Al TWO minutes. zwei minuten? ('Honestly, Al. Two minutes. 
Two minutes?') in line 46), and as a concluding summary in lines 51 to 52. Secondly, we find 
focus marking - the highlighting of the key information upon which the hearer should focus 
their attention - through pause and stress (see e.g. lines 38-9, 41 and 43). And, thirdly, we see 
the supplementing of the spoken communication with non-linguistic communication, 
including the use of objects and bodily gestures to 'act out' meanings (see lines 33, 38, 46 and 
51) and the production of sounds to convey performed actions and experienced feelings (see 
e.g. lines 36, 41, 45 and 49).  

Using these strategies, Ata leads Al  step-by-step in the communication. In this respect, Ata 
does not continue to introduce new information until he is certain that the previous 
information has been understood, demonstrated to him for example through Al's minimal 
(e.g. mmm) and non-minimal (e.g. wallah? (Arabic = '[do you promise] by God?')) responses 
(see e.g. lines 42 and 44). This secures a firm basis of understanding, since the fragmentation 
of longer sequences of information aids the gradual construction of common knowledge 
(Hinnenkamp 1989: 74). 

However, it should be noted that the non-minimal responses do more than merely signal 
comprehension. They also work to signal sustained interest within the conversational episode. 
Non-minimal responses are turn-initial items which go beyond indicating hearership to 
indicating engaged listenership. They can be described as 'yes-plus words, in that they do 
more than just acknowledge or confirm the receipt and understanding of incoming talk, and 
project engagement and interactional bonding with interlocutors...' (McCarthy 2003: 38; 
Goebel 2013). Al responds to Ata's contributions with non-minimal responses such as 
wallah? (Arabic = '[do you promise] by God?') (throughout) and das viel zucker ('that a lot of 
sugar') (line 30); emphatically repeats back certain words or phrases e.g. fünf stunden? ('five 
hours?') (line 55); and in one case finishes Ata's utterance for him (line 53). It is unclear 
whether Al fully comprehends all of Ata's contributions. Yet, despite having very limited 
German proficiency, Al signals sustained levels of interest and encourages further talk 
through his non-minimal responses. 

 

Ecumenical German as a structure of feeling  

Ata is highly reflexive about his language practices. He describes his practices of shifting for 
different interlocutors in the following short extract of an interview with me: 

Extract 7 

Ata: ... mit Hui ((= Singaporean café regular)) muss isch anders sprechen als mit 
((looking towards Lal)) dem. mit ((looking towards Anis)) dem muss isch wieder 
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anders sprechen als (.) mit meinem Onkel. und mit dem red isch ganz anders Deutsch 
als mit dem. (Interview with Ata, 11/07/14) 
 

Ata: ... With Hui ((= Singaporean café regular)) I have to speak differently to with 
((looking towards Lal)) him. With ((looking towards Anis)) him I have to speak 
differently again to (.) with my uncle. And with him I speak completely different 
German to with him.  

He also often uses the terms Kanakisch8 ('wog language'), Ausländisch ('foreigner language') 
or kaputt Deutsch ('broken German') to describe the German spoken in the Laden and, upon 
observing his interaction with a customer in the café area, I asked him what exactly he means 
by this: 

Extract 8 

Ata: Kanakisch? ja wenn du mit Ausländern klar kommst. also wenn du diese Sprache 
so rüberbringst dass der das versteht. das nenn isch Kanakisch. also Ausländisch. isch 
mein er ist ganz anderen Land isch bin ganz anderen Land. 

Louise: du bist was? 

Ata: isch bin in einem anderen Land. er ist in einem anderen Land. und [wir sind alle 
beide- 

Louise: [geboren? 

Ata: nein. isch bin in der Türkei geboren. und- zum Beispiel Deutschland ist ein ganz 
anderes Land für uns. und wir leben alle beide hier. und müssen uns irgendwie 
verständigen können. und wenn er nicht Deutsch kann dann muss isch so reden bis er 
das versteht. ((going to deal with customer)) ja hallo (...)  

Louise: wie kannst du es so rüberbringen 

Ata: ja in dem isch bisschen von seiner- (.) in dem isch gucke wie er mich versteht 
zum Beispiel in dem isch achte was für Wörter er schon versteht auf Deutsch oder auf 
meiner Sprache oder so.  

(Conversation with Ata, 04/04/14) 

------------ 

Ata: Kanakisch? Yeah, when you're able to deal with foreigners. I mean, when you 
bring this language across in a way that he understands it. I call that Kanakisch. So, 
Ausländisch. I mean, he is completely different country, I am completely different 
country. 

Louise: You are what? 

Ata: I am in a different country. He is in a different country. And [we are both- 

                                                           
8 Kanake is originally a pejorative term with xenophobic associations referring to foreign people (English 
equivalent 'wog'), but has been reclaimed by some individuals with a migration background in political 
movements (e.g. Zaimoğlu 1995) and for local purposes of group empowerment and solidarity. 
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Louise: [Born? 

Ata: No. I was born in Turkey. And- for example, Germany is a completely different 
country for us. And we both live here. And have to be able to make ourselves 
understood somehow. And if he can't speak German, then I have to speak so until he 
understands it. ((going to deal with customer)) Yes, hello (...) 

Louise: How can you bring it across? 

Ata: Yeah, in that I, bit of his- (.) By looking at how he understands me. For example, 
by paying attention to which words he already understands in German or in my 
language or so.  

Ata reports a necessity to be able to communicate and achieve understanding with sharers of 
this place. In his reflections on his language practices, he suggests that the German that he 
speaks there is guided by a receptive sensibility or a responsiveness to the needs of others and 
a conscious focus on getting people to understand (wenn du diese Sprache so rüberbringst 
dass der das versteht ('when you bring this language across in a way that he understands it.')). 
In order to achieve understanding, Ata reports reacting to the particular language resources 
displayed by individual interlocutors and to their signals of understanding or 
misunderstanding, adapting his speech, vocabulary range and language choices to their 
capabilities (in dem isch gucke wie er mich versteht zum Beispiel in dem isch achte was für 
Wörter er schon versteht auf Deutsch oder auf meiner Sprache oder so ('By looking at how 
he understands me. For example, by paying attention to which words he already understands 
in German or in my language or so.')). As seen in extract 6, this involves turning certain 
elements up and others down in order to assimilate to the speech of the interlocutor (wenn er 
nicht Deutsch kann dann muss isch so reden bis er das versteht ('if he can't speak German, 
then I have to speak so until he understands it.')). 

Expectedly, ecumenical German is less automatic for Ata than other forms of German in his 
repertoire. When asked what kind of German he speaks with Latif, Ata responded as follows: 

Extract 9 

Ata: Latif? isch rede Deutsch... er versteht das normale Deutsch. isch muss nicht mit 
ihm kaputt Deutsch reden... isch red mit ihm ganz normales Deutsch. das ganz 
automatische Deutsch. das was isch von der Schule gelernt habe? das red isch mit 
ihm. (Interview with Ata, 04/04/14) 

------------ 

Ata: Latif? I speak German... He understands the normal German. I don't have to 
speak broken German with him... I speak completely normal German with him, the 
completely automatic German. That what I learnt from school - I speak that with him. 

Aside from facilitating communication in the face of linguistic discrepancies, Ata's 
reflections suggest that ecumenical German is also implicated in the way that he experiences 
and makes sense of the diverse setting. When completing a questionnaire and responding to 
the question 'In welcher/n Sprache/n fühlen Sie sich am wohlsten?/Which language(s) do you 
feel most comfortable speaking?', Ata said the following: 
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Extract 10 

Ata: kann isch schreiben meine Sprache? also- 

Louise: was ist deine Sprache. 

Ata: (..) ((laughs)) meine Sprache ist so diese Art Sprechen (.) 

Louise: Kanakisch oder 

Ata: ja. (..) also isch schreib mal lieber Deutsch ja? (..) 

Louise: aber du meinst diese besondere Art. Kanakisch. 

Ata: ja 

Louise: wieso fühlst du dich am wohlsten wenn du Kanakisch redest? 

Ata: ja dann verstehen alle Leute gleichmäßig. die verstehen nischt alle gleich. 

Louise: die verstehen dich? 

Ata: nein isch mein (.) ja die Leute die kein Deutsch können die verstehen da nischt 
wenn isch mit ihnen Deutsch rede. diese klein- ((speaking in higher-pitched voice)) 
was isch verstehe nix. (Interview with Ata, 11/07/14) 

------------ 

Ata: Can I write my language? I mean- 

Louise: What is your language? 

Ata: (..) ((laughs)) My language is so, this way of speaking (.) 

Louise: Kanakisch or- 

Ata: Yeah. (..) So, I better write German, yeah? (..) 

Louise: But you mean this particular way. Kanakisch. 

Ata: Yeah 

Louise: Why do you feel most comfortable when you speak Kanakisch? 

Ata: Yeah, then all people understand equally. They don't all understand the same. 

Louise: They understand you? 

Ata: No, I mean (.) yeah the people that can't speak German, they don't understand 
when I speak German with them. This little ((speaking in higher-pitched voice)) 
'What, I don't understand anything'.  

In Ata's representation, ecumenical German is linked to memories of experiences which 
afford him a feeling of stability in the diverse setting and the comfort that in using 
ecumenical German he will be understood by everybody equally. This is captured within 
Williams' (1977) 'structure of feeling', which 'offers an account of more stable dimensions of 
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subjectivity, related to particular aspects of socio-historical experience...' (Rampton 2006: 
346; Rampton 2013b). 

This is further evidenced in Ata's relational positioning to ecumenical German among other 
ideologically distinguishable varieties and forms in his repertoire (Blommaert and Rampton 
2011: 5) and his tying of ecumenical German to the diverse setting of the Laden, outside of 
which he reports speaking ganz normal Deutsch ('speaks German completely normally'): 

Extract 11 

Ata: auch mit dir isch mein du kannst richtig gut Deutsch oder? 

Louise: gutes Deutsch? 

Ata: ja. und guck isch red mit dir kaputt Deutsch. warum. weil isch mir denke ah isch 
bin hier und hier verstehen alle kaputt Deutsch. aber wenn isch bei so Freunde oder 
Ärzte und bei keine Ahnung wo isch gearbeitet hab bin ne? red isch ganz normal 
Deutsch. (Interview with Ata, 04/04/14) 

------------ 

Ata: Also with you. I mean, you can speak German really well, right? 

Louise: Good German? 

Ata: Yeah. And look, I speak broken German with you. Why? Because I think to 
myself, 'ah I'm here and here everyone understands broken German'. But when I'm 
with friends or doctors or, no idea, where I worked, right? I speak German completely 
normally. 

Ata's tying of ecumenical German to the Laden suggests that it is not just a communicative 
resource (Rampton 2003: 76) but that it is implicated in the way he experiences and makes 
sense of this setting. 

This links closely with Ata's ideological simplification/idealisation of ecumenical German as 
the community's Weltsprache ('universal language') and, as such, their local 'icon' of 
conviviality. There is a clear shift here from a description of language practices to an 
ideological representation where ecumenical German is represented as unitary and unifying: 

Extract 12 

Ata: ... mit Hui ((= Singaporean café regular)) muss isch anders sprechen als mit 
((looking towards Lal)) dem. mit ((looking towards Anis)) dem muss isch wieder 
anders sprechen als (.) mit meinem Onkel. und mit dem red isch ganz anders Deutsch 
als mit dem. ja das ist dann- da ist immer noch eine einzige Weltsprache. Kanakisch. 
nur eine Sprache. (Interview with Ata, 11/07/14) 

------------ 

Ata: ... With Hui ((= Singaporean café regular)) I have to speak differently to with 
((looking towards Lal)) him. With ((looking towards Anis)) him I have to speak 
differently again to (.) with my uncle. And with him I speak completely different 
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German to with him. Yeah, that is then- There is still one single universal language. 
Kanakisch. Just one language. 

 

Language socialisation 

In the cultivation of ecumenical German in the Laden, Ata (and other key actors, such as 
Latif) encourage the language socialisation of newcomers. This is demonstrated in the 
following two conversations between myself and Feliks (a construction worker who 
originates from Poland and who has been living in Germany for two years) and between 
Feliks and Latif: 

Extract 13 

Feliks: meine englisch und meine deutsch schwer.  

Louise: ja aber du lernen. 

Feliks: ja ich lernen. du muss err (.) langsam sagen. ich lernen ((laughs)) (...) 
((looking towards Latif)) freund lehren deutsch. er sagen (.) ich zuhören und lernen.  

((A few minutes later)) 

Latif: zwei frau bei dir religion fragen. ne? zwei frau. religion. du sagen polski. 
zigeuni. ((laughs)) 

Feliks: nein nicht polski zigeuni. 

Latif: wo Izaak? 

Feliks: Izaak ist amerika. wo mein zigarett. du gibs zigarett. 

Latif: was du sagen? ((Feliks puts cigarette in his mouth the wrong way round)) 
umdrehen zigarette. gestern du trinken. 

(Conversation between Feliks and I and interaction between Feliks and Latif, 
10/04/14) 

------------ 

Feliks: My English and my German difficult. 

Louise: Yeah, but you learnINF 

Feliks: Yeah, I learnINF. You must err (.) slowly say. I learnINF ((laughs)) (...) 
((looking towards Latif)) Friend teachINF German. He sayINF (.) I listenINF and learnINF. 

((A few minutes later)) 

Latif: Two woman, by you, religion askINF. Right? Two woman. Religion. You sayINF 
Polski. Gypsy. ((laughs)) 

Feliks: No, not Polski Gypsy. 
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Latif: Where Izaak? 

Feliks: Izaak is America. Where my cigarette? You give cigarette. 

Latif: What you sayINF? ((Feliks puts cigarette in his mouth the wrong way round)) 
Turn_aroundINF cigarette. Yesterday you drinkINF. 

(X INF = verb in infinitive form) 

In his account, Feliks suggests that the Laden and its staff (Latif) play an important role in his 
language socialisation in Germany. As he attests and the subsequent interaction between 
Feliks and Latif demonstrates, Latif steers Felix didactically in their encounters, continually 
checking for successful comprehension (e.g. ne? ('Right?')) and repeating and breaking down 
utterances in order to encourage understanding (e.g. zwei frau. religion. ('Two woman. 
Religion.')). Such naturally occurring (didactic) processes of language socialisation were also 
observed in the interaction between Ata and Al (extract 6). 

Yet language learning out of necessity and positive reciprocity is an ongoing process for all 
in this setting. Both Frankfurt-residents-who-grew-up-abroad and Frankfurt-residents-who-
grew-up-in-Germany are continually expanding their language repertoires for the everyday 
navigation of the linguistically diverse and constantly changing urban neighbourhood through 
sharing German and heritage language resources spontaneously or on demand. As Ata 
elaborates: 

Extract 14 

Ata: eine Hand wäscht die andere ne... isch verliere gar nischts=isch gewinne nur. 
indem isch ihm was beibringe und der mir was sagt... diese Sprache was er kann wird 
ihm irgendwann helfen. je mehr Sprachen du kannst desto mehr Personen du bist... 
(Interview with Ata, 11/07/14) 

------------ 

Ata: One hand washes the other, right?... I don't lose anything at all, I just win. By 
teaching him something and him saying something to me... This language that he can 
speak will help him at some point. The more languages you can speak, the more 
people you are... 

 

Extract 15 

Ata: isch mach das so. isch schnapp mir die Wörter auf die isch gebrauche in meinem 
Leben. isch brauch nischt alles. (Inteview with Ata, 04/04/14) 

------------ 

Ata: I do it like this. I snap up the words that I need in my life. I don't need 
everything. 

The learning of particular heritage language resources tends to involve directly asking for the 
meaning of select words, as Fahri reflects: 
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Extract 16 

Louise: wie ist es mit Wörtern wie (.) gandu. ((Hindi word commonly used across 
South Asia = arsehole, fool, gay; local usage: gay)) wie lernt ihr diese Wörter? 

Fahri: ja durch die Leute die hier sind. wir reden das miteinander und dadurch lernst 
du das auch weil das so ne komische Dings ist. dann du- ja. ziemlich komisch. du 
fragst einfach was es ist und erzählen die ja und es bleibt dann so im Kopf und du 
sprichst es dann an jemanden anderen danach aus. (Interview with Fahri, 11/07/14) 

------------ 

Louise: How is it with words like 'gandu'? ((Hindi word commonly used across South 
Asia = arsehole, fool, gay; local usage: gay)) How do you learn these words? 

Fahri: Yeah, through the people that are here. We speak that with each other and 
through that you learn it too because it's such a funny thing. Then you- yeah. Quite 
funny. You just ask what it is and they explain and then it just stays in your head and 
then you say it to someone else afterwards. 

Deploying these heritage language resources involves practices of language 'crossing' 
(Rampton 1995) - the often fleeting, ritualised and playful use of a language or language 
variety thought not to belong to you. Speakers typically cross into the language thought to 
belong to their interlocutor (e.g. Hui's use of wa alaykumu s-salam in extract 5) but also use 
heritage language resources when a speaker of the associated ethnolinguistic background is 
not present (for example, Ata was observed during fieldwork to use gandu with Hui). 

In line with Rampton's (1995) findings from his investigation of language and ethnicity 
among high-school pupils in the South Midlands (England), language crossing in the Laden 
tends to take place at interstitial points of interactions. Thus, the deployed heritage language 
resources most commonly take the form of interjections, such as the following, which were 
recorded during fieldwork: 

Greetings and farewells, e.g.: 

 various (shortened/differently pronounced) variants of as-salamu alaykum (Arabic 
Islamic greeting = Peace be upon you!; local usage: Hello/Good day!), as well as the 
standard response wa alaykumu s-salam (= And unto you peace!; local usage: 
Hello/Good day!) 

 merhaba (Turkish = Good day!) 
 günaydın (Turkish = Good morning!) 

 güle güle (Turkish = Bye bye!) 
 priwjet (Russian = Hello!) 

 cześć (Polish = Hello!) 
 pa pa (Polish, Czech, Slovak = Bye bye!) 

Terms of address, e.g.: 

 abla (Turkish = older sister) 
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 abi (Turkish = older brother) 
 ibne (Turkish = faggot/poofter) 

 gandu (Hindi word commonly used across South Asia = arsehole, fool, gay; local 
usage: gay) 

 kurwa (Polish = lit. whore/prostitute and also used as a highly derogatory term for 
women or as an expression of anger (fuck!); local usage: wanker e.g. cześć kurwa!) 

 malaka (Greek = wanker) 

Other single words or non-sentence phrases, e.g.: 

 teşekkür ederim (Turkish = Thank you!) 

 ya halawtak (Egyptian Arabic = how nice/sweet) 
 Ma sha'Allah / maşallah (Arabic Islamic phrase = God has willed it; expresses joy 

and thankfulness for something or someone just mentioned) (Islamic-Dictionary 
2014) 

 Insha'Allah / inşallah (Arabic Islamic phrase = God willing; used when talking about 
hopes for the future) (Clift and Helani 2010) 

 wallah (Arabic = [I promise] by God) 
 Allahu akbar (Arabic Islamic phrase = God is great) 

The use of these interjections is generally very brief, with speakers shifting immediately 
(back) into (ecumenical) German rather than remaining in the heritage language for further 
interaction.  

Moreover, their deployment in this group and setting is organised around a 'licence to cross'. 
There is a general recognition that certain interactional possibilities are acceptable with 
certain individuals in the Laden but would be deemed inappropriate or unacceptable 
elsewhere. This is especially the case where speakers use heritage language insults (typically 
single words) to construct or exaggerate 'domains of play' (Rampton 1995: 176). A situated 
interactional example of the use of such playful insults in the Laden has been reproduced 
below. This interaction took place between Ata and Pran, a café regular and first-generation 
migrant originating from Bangladesh, who was sitting drinking coffee in the café area at the 
time. Pran wants an ashtray and jokingly implies that if there is no ashtray on his table, his 
ashtray must be the floor. 

Extract 17 

1 Pran: meine aschenbecher im BOden? 

2 Ata: deine ASCHenbecher? wer hat dir erlaubt zu RAUchen überhaupt.  

3 Pran: meine aschenbecher im BOden? 

4 Ata: wer hat dir erlaubt zu RAUchen. kleiner gandu. ((Hindi = gay))  

5 Pran: ((laughing)) gandu 

6 Ata: HIEr dein aschenbecher. 
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7 Pran: DAnke schon bruder. 

8 Ata: BItte schön. mit ASCHenbecher ein euro FÜnfzig tee. OHne ein aschenbecher  

9 EIN euro tee ((laughs)) (Interaction between Ata and Pran, 04/04/14) 

------------ 

1 Pran: My ashtray in floor? 

2 Ata: Your ashtray? Who let you smoke in the first place? 

3 Pran: My ashtray in floor? 

4 Ata: Who let you smoke? Little gandu. ((Hindi = gay)) 

5 Pran: ((laughing)) Gandu 

6 Ata: Here your ashtray. 

7 Pran: Thank you, brother. 

8 Ata: You're welcome. With ashtray, one Euro fifty tea. Without an ashtray,  

9 one Euro tea ((laughs)) 

Ata matches Pran's playfully indirect request for an ashtray by questioning Pran's right to 
smoke in the café. This sequence is repeated until Ata addresses Pran with the playful insult 
gandu ('gay') (line 4), which elicits relaxed laughter from Pran and repetition of the insult. As 
demonstrated through Pran's laughter and choice to address Ata with the term Bruder 
('brother') (line 7), the insult is not taken personally and safely enhances the domain of play. 
Ata qualifies his playful language crossings as follows: 

Extract 18 

Ata: das kann man nischt mit allen machen. das geht nischt mit allen. (..) kommt drauf 
an wie der Typ das rübernimmt. (Interview with Ata, 08/07/14) 

------------ 

Ata: You can't do that with everyone. It doesn't work with everyone. (..) It depends 
how the guy takes it. 

Over time, these licensed crossings may become a familiar feature of interactions between 
particular interlocutors in the Laden, as Anis elaborates: 

Extract 19 

Anis: wir haben das immer so gemacht=isch sag immer zu ihnen hey cześć. ((Polish = 
Hello!)) der redet dann auf- das ist halt auch BeGRÜßungswort so am Anfang. 
(Interview with Anis, 03/04/14) 

------------ 
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Anis: We have always done it like that, I always say to them, 'hey cześć'. ((Polish = 
Hello!)) Then he speaks in- That is also like the greeting, at the beginning. 

However, in spite of these processes of language socialisation, both within and outside the 
Laden there are limits to comprehension using the forms of German documented here, and it 
is important not to let the ideologisations seen in extract 12 erase these. Ata states that he 
does not use ecumenical German with friends, doctors or where he worked and, while Hui 
feels that his German is understood by Ata and English-speaking people (presumably people 
who learnt English before German), he mentions often having difficulties being understood 
when he goes to the Frankfurt government offices to acquire documents:  

Extract 20 

Hui: I learn the German only one word one word. then sometime I together talk with 
people talking English. they say oh you can German. ja then the people understand. 
same Ata I talk something Ata understand. but I anyway by Staat get any paper also 
don't know eurgh what you talking. then I say ok I slowly say. (Interview with Hui, 
10/07/14) 

We will now turn to the limits to comprehension and how people in the Laden cope with 
them. 

 

5. Coping with the limits to comprehension: feigning understanding or translation and 
interpreting 

This section deals with situations in which ecumenical German is unsuccessful in achieving 
comprehension and how these are dealt with. They include i) cases in which linguistic 
discrepancies dominate in interactions in ecumenical German and a situation of non-
understanding persists; and ii) cases in which translation and interpreting are preferable and 
possible and become the primary means for bridging discrepant language repertoires. 

 

Feigning understanding 

In cases in which linguistic discrepancies dominate in interactions in ecumenical German and 
a situation of non-understanding persists, interlocutors may end their attempts at resolution 
and make sense of the understood material as best possible in order to put together an answer. 
Hinnenkamp (1989: 76, 81, 85) sees this as an act to maintain the kooperativer Eindruck 
('cooperative impression') and argues that insignificant or incurable uncertainties may not be 
further interrogated in order to avoid interactional breakdown and achieve positive self 
portrayal. This coping strategy will be illustrated using the following exchange, which took 
place in the café area of the Laden, involving Ata and Bansi, a café regular and first-
generation migrant originating from Bangladesh. Bansi would like to buy an empty spray 
bottle, like the ones used in the barbershop for wetting customers' hair, and talks to Ata about 
this. 
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Extract 21 

1 Bansi: Ata ich möchte eine flasche. weißt du? ehspray flasche. 

2 Ata: ja?  

3 Bansi: ja weißt du? leer flasche. ehspray flasche. 

4 Ata: spray  

5 Bansi: FLAsche.  

6 Ata: WAs für flasche? 

7 Bansi: ehspray flasche.  

8 Ata: hab isch keine.  

9 Bansi: keine?  

10 Ata: isch weiß net was du MEInst. (.) ehspray?  

11 Bansi: ((gesturing the use of a spray bottle with his hands)) so FlAsche diese  

12 Ata: ja 

13 Bansi: diese [viele  

14 Ata: [viele spray  

15 Bansi: GlASspray.  

16 Ata: glasspray ja. 

17 Bansi: so ist eine flasche ich möchte.  

18 Ata: ja. TEddy. ((Teddy = discount store)) ein euro.  

19 Bansi: huh  

20 Ata: TEddy. ein euro. 

21 Bansi: ein euro? kann kaufen.  

22 Ata: ja teddy. EIn euro noch FÜNfzig cent.  

23 Bansi: ich hab hause bisschen diese- 

24 Ata: =pflanze.  

25 Bansi: ja 

26 Ata: blume.  

27 Bansi: mmm 
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28 Ata: brauchst du so. ne? ((Bansi needs an empty spray bottle for spraying water on the 
 plants and flowers that he has at home)) (Interaction between Ata and Bansi, 
 04/04/14) 

------------ 

1 Bansi: Ata, I'd like a bottle. You know? Ehspray bottle. 

2 Ata: Yeah? 

3 Bansi: Yeah, you know? Empty bottle. Ehspray bottle. 

4 Ata: Spray 

5 Bansi: Bottle. 

6 Ata: What kind of bottle? 

7 Bansi: Ehspray bottle. 

8 Ata: I have none. 

9 Bansi: None? 

10 Ata: I don't know what you mean. (.) Ehspray? 

11 Bansi: ((gesturing the use of a spray bottle with his hands)) So bottle these 

12 Ata: Yeah 

13 Bansi: These [lots of 

14 Ata: [Lots of spray 

15 Bansi: Glass spray 

16 Ata: Glass spray, yeah. 

17 Bansi: So is a bottle I would like. 

18 Ata: Yeah. Teddy. ((Teddy = discount store)) One Euro. 

19 Bansi: Huh 

20 Ata: Teddy, one Euro. 

21 Bansi: One Euro? Can buy. 

22 Ata: Yeah, teddy. One Euro still fifty cents. 

23 Bansi: I have home bit these- 

24 Ata: =Plant. 

25 Bansi: Yeah. 

26 Ata: Flower. 
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27 Bansi: Mmm 

28 Ata: You need so, right? ((Bansi needs an empty spray bottle for spraying water on 
 the plants and flowers that he has at home)) 

Bansi's pronunciation of Spray Flasche ('spray bottle') poses difficulties for achieving 
comprehension in this spoken interaction. Ata appears to feign understanding twice. Firstly, 
in line 2, Ata utters an affirmation (ja), which suggests the successful processing of Bansi's 
initial statement. However, as Bansi persists, a sequence of repetition (line 3), fragmentation 
(lines 4-5), and ratification (lines 6-7) ensues which cues and attempts to resolve Ata's 
uncertainty. In line 8, Ata again feigns understanding by making sense of the material as best 
possible and putting together the answer: hab isch keine ('I haven't got one'). This answer 
implies understanding since Ata must know which object is being referred to in order to 
know that he does not have one. After Bansi's ratification in line 9, Ata then admits non-
understanding in line 10 (isch weiß net was du MEInst ('I don't know what you mean')). At 
this point, the negotiation of meaning continues, this time more successfully due to Bansi's 
attempts to describe the object with the help of bodily gestures and comparison with an 
equivalent object (Glasspray ('glass spray')), and due to Ata's preparedness to understand.  

 

Translation and interpreting 

As is expected in diverse and constantly changing urban neighbourhoods, such as the one in 
which the Laden is located, some individuals (such as newcomers) may not (yet) speak a 
form of German. Where possible, their discrepant repertoires tend to be bridged through a 
translator/interpreter, usually a friend or family member, who accompanies the customer on 
their visit to the Laden and either speaks entirely on their behalf or translates/interprets in 
real-time. The practices of translation and interpreting thus tend to involve networks of 
communication organised around individuals who display proficiencies in an array of 
languages and varieties, typically in the majority language (German) and at least one heritage 
language.  

Ata is one such individual and he often provides help with communicative tasks, such as 
translating and interpreting between interlocutors, form-filling, and looking up and relaying 
information on the internet. The translating and interpreting may work across languages or 
may remain within German, that is, moving between a (near-)standard form and ecumenical 
German, and it may involve moving between different language media, such as between 
written and spoken language. Such tasks are unpaid and reflections on their performance 
invoke notions of positive reciprocity, as is demonstrated in Ata's feelings towards 
interpreting in the Laden: 

Extract 22 

Louise: und dieses ständige Dolmetschen. also was du hier machen musst.  

Ata: ja 
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Louise: ist das so- machst du das gerne? 

Ata: ab und zu ja gerne. warum nischt? man lernt ja vieles Neues auch mit dazu. aber 
wenn man sieht manche Leute sind- err wollen einfach nur ausnutzen und wenn du 
die dann mal brauchst und die sind nischt da? das nischt schön.  

Louise: mmm 

Ata: deswegen immer kommt drauf an wie der andere Typ gegenüber ist. wenn man 
dem hilft ob er das schätzt oder nischt schätzt. guck mal Hilfe ist Hilfe. man hilft wo 
man kann. aber manche Leute schätzen nischt. (Interview with Ata, 08/04/14) 

------------ 

Louise: And this constant interpreting, I mean, that you have to do here- 

Ata: Yeah 

Louise: Is that- do you like doing that? 

Ata: Now and again, yeah, I like it. Why not? You learn a lot of new things with it 
too. But when you see some people are- err- just want to take advantage and then 
when you need them and they're not there? That's not nice. 

Louise: mmm 

Ata: That's why it always depends how the guy is. If you help him, whether he 
appreciates it or not. Look, help is help. You help where you can. But some people 
don't appreciate it. 

 

Helping with communicative tasks by translating/interpreting 

The common activity of helping visitors with communicative tasks by translating and 
interpreting will be illustrated through discussion of an exchange between Ata, Al (the 
Algerian café regular introduced in section 4) and a German-speaking woman selling a car. 
The interaction begins with Al entering the Laden with a telephone number written on a piece 
of paper, noted down from an advertisement for a car (written in German). Ata should phone 
the number and negotiate a price for the car. In order to facilitate the reading of the transcript, 
I have underlined the utterances that Ata directs at the seller of the car. 

Extract 23 

1 Al: ((Al enters Laden)) Ata. telefon dies DEUtsch. warum no megane. io ((Italian =  

2 'I')) gucken internet (.) ACHt hundert. tu ((Italian = 'you')) dies fünf hundert. ok Ata? 

3 Ata: =was? 

4 Al: diese internet no  

5 Ata: ja  
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6 Al: auto [renault 

7 Ata: [ja [renault  

8 Al: [renault megane 

9 Ata: renault megane ja 

10 Al: [XX] ACHt. tu dies ma- maximum 

11 Ata: minimum  

12 Al: minimum WIE viel. ok? fünf hundert ok. 

13 Ata: ok (...) 

14 Al: ((Al hands Ata mobile telephone and number written on piece of paper)) bitte  

15 schön. 

16 Ata: ((dialling number)) renault acht hundert ist [XX XX] dazu. (..) ja hallo guten tag  

17 mein name ist [XX]. erm es geht um ihren reNAUlt. erm ja also wo ist denn die- (..)  

18 bei mobile? ((Mobile = website for selling cars)) 

19 Al: huh? 

20 Ata: wo hast du gesehen auto.  

21 Al: ja 

22 Ata: bei moBIle bei mobile im internet. (..) aha. (.) sechs hundert. (.) kann man fünf  

23 hundert direkt- (..) fünf hundert. 

24 Al: huh? 

25 Ata: fünf hundert. 

26 Al: fünf hundert? 

27 Ata: ja 

28 Al: ok fünf hundert. mmm. heute kommt schlüssel und- ((talking about things he still 
 has to do today - he works in a local supermarket)) 

29 Ata: err ein moment. isch muss ganz kurz klären wann er (.) 

30 Al: montag? 

31 Ata: soll er kommen=kann er montag kommen? oder soll er HEUte kommen. (..) ah  

32 ok schuldigung. isch habe sie jetzt- sie jetzt nischt ganz gestört oder? (.) halb sechs. 

33 Al: heute? 

34 Ata: heute halb sechs. 
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35 Al: [XX] lager (.) MOntag montag. 

36 Ata: MOntag. ist das in ordnung? montag abend dann macht er auch [XX XX] und  

37 isch ruf wieder- 

38 Al: TÜV wie viel TÜV wie viel. ((TÜV = Technischer Überwachungs-Verein - 
 Technical Inspection Association; grants mandatory vehicle inspection certificates) 

39 Ata: ab drei uhr. montag ((putting up three fingers)) drei uhr. 

40 Al: montag drei. 

41 Ata: drei uhr. 

42 Al: ok. 

43 Ata: ja 

44 Al: montag drei uhr. er diese Ata TÜV err 

45 Ata: tüv DU musst machen. 

46 Al: no TÜV err AUto. 

47 Ata: hier keine tüv. 

48 Al: ah kein tüv. oh. TÜV err VIEl. err (.) tüv VIEl 

49 Ata: wie viel würde die TÜVung kosten sagt er? 

50 Al: Ata io gucken mobile sieben hundert err sieben monate tüv. 

51 Ata: also dieser tüv vielleischt neunzig euro. 

52 Al: wie viel? 

53 Ata: NEUnzig euro. 

54 Al: ZWEIhundert DREIhundert tüv. 

55 Ata: ja wenn musst du reparatur oder so ja norMAL 

56 Al: ja DREIhundert. dreihundert tüv. 

57 Ata: also ist er- hat er schon UNfallschaden oder so- (.) ganz normale. (.) ja. montag  

58 montag ((pointing to eyes)) du gucken. 

59 Al: ok 

60 Ata: ok montag KOmmt er und SCHAUt er. wo wo w- soll isch dann irgendwo die  

61 adresse schREIben oder sollen wir nochmal anrufen. [XX] es dann?  

62 Al: [XX] Ata [TÜV 

63 Ata: [wo? ((writes down address)) ja wäre nett. ((repeats address out loud)) ok dann  
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64 melden- melden wir uns am sonntag bei ihnen. ok. danke. danke gleischfalls. tschüss.  

65 ((hangs up phone)) GUcken auto. gucken einfach. ja gucken. wenn gut? gut. wenn nix  

66 gut? NIx kaufen. aber fünf hundert sagen ok. 

67 Al: TÜV 

68 Ata: tüv NIx fünf hundert. TÜV isch WEIss nix tüv. auto muss GUcken was machen. 

69 Al: ah isch gucken. 

70 Ata: ja aber die frau sagen schauen wir FAhren einmal. 

71 Al: aha 

72 Ata: schauen fahren. diese ist adresse frau. 

73 Al: hier hier frankfurt? 

74 Ata: ((names place)) das ist auch hier frankfurt zwanzisch kilometer dreizisch  

75 kilometer. ((Ata begins speaking to his uncle in Turkish about going to get some 
 food)) (Interaction between Ata, Al and a woman selling a car, 04/04/14) 

------------ 

1 Al: ((Al enters Laden)) Ata. Telephone this German. Why no megane. Io ((Italian =  

2 'I')) lookINF internet (.) eight hundred. Tu ((Italian = 'you')) this five hundred. Ok Ata? 

3 Ata: =What? 

4 Al: This internet no  

5 Ata: Yeah 

6 Al: Car [renault 

7 Ata: [Yeah [renault 

8 Al: [Renault megane 

9 Ata: Renault megane, yeah 

10 Al: [XX] Eight. Tu this ma- maximum 

11 Ata: Minimum  

12 Al: Minimum how much, ok? Five hundred ok. 

13 Ata: Ok (...) 

14 Al: ((Al hands Ata mobile telephone and number written on piece of paper)) Here  

15 you go. 
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16 Ata: ((dialling number)) Renault eight hundred is [XX XX] included. (..) Yes, hello, 
 good day  

17 my name is [XX]. Erm it's about your renault. Erm yeah, well where is the- (..) on  

18 mobile? ((Mobile = website for selling cars)) 

19 Al: Huh? 

20 Ata: Where have you seen car.  

21 Al: Yeah 

22 Ata: On mobile, on mobile, on the internet. (..) Aha. (.) Six hundred. (.) Can one five  

23 hundred direct- (..) five hundred. 

24 Al: Huh? 

25 Ata: Five hundred. 

26 Al: Five hundred? 

27 Ata: Yeah 

28 Al: Ok five hundred. Mmm. Key comes today and- ((talking about things he still has 
 to do today - he works in a local supermarket)) 

29 Ata: Err one moment. I have to very quickly clarify when he (.) 

30 Al: Monday? 

31 Ata: Should he come=Can he come Monday? Or should he come today? (..) Ah ok  

32 sorry. I haven't totally disturbed you now, have I? (.) Half five. 

33 Al: Today? 

34 Ata: Today half five. 

35 Al: [XX] Storeroom (.) Monday Monday. 

36 Ata: Monday. Is that ok? Monday evening, then he will also do [XX XX] and  

37 I'll call again- 

38 Al: TÜV how much, TÜV how much? ((TÜV = Technischer Überwachungs-Verein - 
 Technical Inspection Association; grants mandatory vehicle inspection certificates)) 

39 Ata: From three o'clock. Monday ((putting up three fingers)) three o'clock.  

40 Al: Monday three. 

41 Ata: Three o'clock. 

42 Al: Ok. 

43 Ata: Yeah 
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44 Al: Monday three o'clock. Er these Ata TÜV err 

45 Ata: TÜV you have to do 

46 Al: No TÜV err car. 

47 Ata: Here no TÜV 

48 Al: Ah no TÜV. Oh. TÜV err a lot. Err (.) TÜV a lot 

49 Ata: How much would the TÜV fees cost, he says? 

50 Al: Ata, io lookINF mobile, seven hundred err seven months TÜV. 

51 Ata: Well, this TÜV perhaps ninety Euros. 

52 Al: How much? 

53 Ata: Ninety Euros. 

54 Al: Two hundred, three hundred TÜV. 

55 Ata: Yeah, if you have to repairNOUN or something, yeah of course 

56 Al: Yeah, three hundred. Three hundred TÜV. 

57 Ata: So, is it- does it already have accidental damage or something- (.) Completely 
 normal. (.) Yeah. Monday  

58 Monday ((pointing to eyes)) you lookINF 

59 Al: Ok 

60 Ata: Ok, Monday he will come and he will look. Where, where, w- Should I write the  

61 address somewhere then or should we call again. [XX] it then?  

62 Al: [XX] Ata [TÜV 

63 Ata: [Where? ((writes down address)) Yeah, would be kind. ((repeats address out  

64 loud)) Ok, then we will call you on Sunday. Ok. Thank you. Thank you, same to you.  

65 Bye. ((hangs up phone)) LookINF car. Just lookINF. Yeah lookINF. If good? Good. If not  

66 good? Not buyINF. But five hundred sayINF ok.  

67 Al: TÜV 

68 Ata: TÜV not five hundred. TÜV I don't know TÜV. Car must look, what doINF. 

69 Al: Ah I lookINF. 

70 Ata: Yeah, but the woman sayINF lookINF we drive once. 

71 Al: Aha 

72 Ata: LookINF driveINF. This is address woman. 
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73 Al: Here, here Frankfurt? 

74 Ata: ((names place)) That is also here Frankfurt, twenty kilometres, thirty 

75 kilometres. ((Ata begins speaking to his uncle in Turkish about going to get some 
 food)) 

(X INF = verb in infinitive form 

XNOUN = X is a noun) 

 

As is clear, this translating/interpreting involves considerable shifts within German, with Ata 
flexibly moving back and forth between simplified and near-standard forms. At the same 
time, Ata is a key player in this interaction, rather than an impartial intermediary, making a 
number of additions and omissions, including carrying out sideline negotiations, making 
comments, giving explanations, and adding further questions (see e.g. lines 29, 44-48, 54-56, 
60-64). Many of these can be considered efforts to soften the impositions inherent in the 
negotiation.  

For example, when arranging a time convenient for Al  to view the car (see lines 28 to 44), 
Ata uses the modal verbs sollen ('should') and können ('can') (line 31); gives supplementary 
options (alternative days for viewing the car: montag ('Monday') and heute ('today') (line 
31)); and a chance to refuse (ist das in ordnung? ('Is that ok?') (line 36)). Moreover, when 
negotiating the reduced price of the car in lines 22-23, Ata uses the indefinite pronoun man 
('one') (rather than a personal pronoun such as wir ('we') or er ('he')) in order to increase 
generality and lessen the directness of the request (kann man fünf hundert direkt- ('Can one 
five hundred direct-')).  

Furthermore, Ata is able to rephrase Al's challenges as requests for more detailed 
information. For example, after Ata relays to Al that the TÜV fees are likely to cost around 90 
Euros (lines 51-53), Al makes a challenge (line 54) based on what he has estimated by 
looking on the internet. Ata attempts to deal with this challenge with his sideline comment 
suggesting that this may indeed be the case if the car needs repair work (line 55). He thus 
does not directly relay the disagreement to the car seller and proceeds to reformulate Al's 
challenge as a question seeking new information, using the particles also ('so'/'well') and oder 
so ('or so'/'or something') to soften the imposition (also ist er- hat er schon UNfallschaden 
oder so- ('So, is it- does it already have accidental damage or something-') (line 57)).  

 

Translating/interpreting as a practice of inclusion  

Situations for translating and interpreting also arise spontaneously in interactions in the 
Laden, for example where there are changes in participant frameworks which present a 
communicative discrepancy that can only be resolved by a third party. In this case, 
translators/interpreters are not necessarily directly 'recruited' or asked to intervene. Rather, 
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using their intuition for the language preferences/proficiencies and communicative needs of 
those present, they continually monitor the interactive process, respond to cues for 
intervention, and facilitate the resolution of communicative discrepancies when they arise. 

In such situations, translation/interpreting often serves as a practice of inclusion. Social 
situations in which languages are spoken that one does not understand can be perceived as 
unpleasant and evoke feelings of social exclusion. Spontaneous translating and interpreting in 
the Laden therefore often works preventatively in this case. This practice will be illustrated 
using the following interaction which took place in the café area between Ata, Ata's uncle 
and Dani, a passing visitor to the Laden who was born in Germany with parents originating 
from Italy and Morocco. During the interaction, Ata and his uncle are watching Turkish news 
reports of an earthquake and Ata is serving Dani tea. 

Extract 24 

1 Ata: ((to uncle while pouring tea)) türkiye'de mi oldu? ((Turkish = was it in Turkey?))  

2 Uncle: yok tayland'de ((Turkish = no, in Thailand)) (..) 

3 Ata: ((to Dani while serving tea)) gestern war ERDbeben. 

4 Dani: in der türkei? 

5 Uncle: NISCHt türkei. 

6 Ata: ne ne NISCHt türkei. acht komma drei. acht komma drei gewesen. bwoar. ((Ata 
 carries on translating the Turkish news reports for Dani)) (Interaction between Ata, 
 his uncle and Dani, 03/04/14) 

------------ 

1 Ata: ((to uncle while pouring tea)) türkiye'de mi oldu? ((Turkish = was it in Turkey?))  

2 Uncle: yok tayland'de ((Turkish = no, in Thailand)) (..) 

3 Ata: ((to Dani while serving tea)) Yesterday was earthquake. 

4 Dani: In Turkey? 

5 Uncle: Not Turkey. 

6 Ata: No no, not Turkey. Eight point three. Was eight point three. Bwoar. ((Ata 
 carries on translating the Turkish news reports for Dani)) 

While watching the news report and making tea, Ata asks his uncle to confirm where the 
earthquake shown on the Turkish news broadcast happened (line 1), their regular means of 
communication being Turkish. Through translating the Turkish news item into German for 
Dani's benefit (line 3), Ata invites him to participate in his and his uncle's social activity and 
their shared knowledge. Dani welcomes this invitation, demonstrating engagement through 
his request for further information (line 4). Thus, through translating, Ata prevents social 
segregations according to language proficiencies/preferences and resulting feelings of 
exclusion from social activity.  
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6. Discussion and conclusions 

This paper set out with a critique of the inattention to the 'Total Linguistic Fact' (Silverstein 
1985) in sociolinguistics and SLA research, contending that analysts tend to study one or two 
of its elements but not all three at the same time, causing them to miss new alignments of 
people, situated activity, signs, and social perceptions. Through linguistic ethnographic 
investigation of a multiethnic Frankfurt barbershop (the Laden), this project explored some 
specific spaces, activities and sets of language practices in which an ethnically diverse mix of 
Frankfurt-residents-who-grew-up-abroad and Frankfurt-residents-who-grew-up-in-Germany 
regularly converge. 

In this setting, a feature pool of varying levels of German proficiency, elements of local 
regional varieties, and heritage/other language resources is cultivated by key actors into a 
feature pond - a micro-ecology of language in which particular linguistic and communicative 
patterns and strategies coalesce out of the plurality of mingling language resources. 
Displayed in the patterns and strategies documented here are various interactional 
sensitivities, which guide communication across diverse and discrepant language repertoires 
and seek to ensure that language preferences/proficiencies do not necessarily lead to 
segregations according to common ethnolinguistic background. These interactional 
sensitivities are manifest in i) ecumenical German - a set of improvisations, involving various 
acts of communication accommodation and language socialisation, focused on encouraging 
comprehension; ii)  a licence to cross, which regulates the deployment of heritage language 
resources according to a general recognition that certain interactional possibilities are 
acceptable with certain individuals in the Laden but would be deemed inappropriate or 
unacceptable elsewhere; and iii) translating/interpreting as a practice of inclusion, whereby 
speakers continually monitor unfolding activities and participant frameworks and 
spontaneously resolve communicative discrepancies when they arise. 

This micro-ecology of language and the social understandings around it suggest a number of 
problems with traditional conceptions of migrant L2 speakers in language research. 

Firstly, processes of language learning/socialisation and adjustment in this setting do not 
appear to reflect traditional distinctions between the 'newcomer' as the 'learner' and the 
'native' as the 'teacher'. Both Frankfurt-residents-who-grew-up-abroad and Frankfurt-
residents-who-grew-up-in-Germany are continually expanding their language repertoires for 
the everyday navigation of the linguistically diverse and constantly changing urban 
neighbourhood through sharing German and heritage language resources spontaneously or on 
demand. Moreover, both sets of speakers demonstrate practices of adjustment to encourage 
comprehension. Using ecumenical German, Ata (who grew up in Germany) assimilates to the 
speech of interlocutors, while Hui (a first-generation Singaporean migrant) reports speaking 
more slowly with government officials (see extract 20). Thus, these processes appear in fact 
multidirectional and the traditional distinctions between 'newcomers'/'learners' and 
'natives'/'teachers' become blurred. 
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Secondly, findings suggest that we must seriously question the simplifying notion of 'target 
language'. In other words, the traditional linguistic conception of the ethnic minority L2 
learner aiming to acquire the 'standard language' of the ethnic majority host society does not 
hold true in this setting. For one, the traditional notion of single bounded languages tends to 
lead us to miss alternative organisations of communicative practice in the everyday 
navigation of linguistic diversity. For example, the patterned structures, demands and 
expectations of the particular activity types in which customers in the Laden come to engage 
(e.g. having one's hair cut or a cup of tea) afford a level of predictability as to the 
organisation of communicative practice in the face of diverse and discrepant language 
repertoires. Moreover, in this urban setting, the dominant German speech economy is held 
outside, while an alternative vernacular regime or micro-ecology of language is cultivated. 
Ecumenical German seeks to encourage comprehension across linguistic discrepancies 
through practices of 'turning up' and 'turning down' various non-standard language forms, 
focus marking, non-linguistic communication, and continual ratification. A closer look at 
local understandings and beliefs concerning language and the local cultural environment 
suggests that ecumenical German can be considered a 'structure of feeling'. It plays an 
important role in the way in which the diverse setting and the relationships between its 
community of people are experienced and understood, being linked to memories of 
experiences which afford a feeling of stability and being ideologically simplified/idealised as 
the community's Weltsprache ('universal language') and, as such, their local 'icon' of 
conviviality. While newcomers are socialised into ecumenical German through (didactic) 
processes naturally occurring in interactions, the sharing of heritage language resources also 
licenses language crossings, and Hui even demonstrated that he had picked up enough 
Turkish to participate in full participant-related switches into Turkish (see extract 5). Thus, a 
static notion of 'target language', stemming from the dominant German speech economy, 
seems highly inappropriate in this setting.  

Thirdly, the traditional conception of the immigrant L2 speaker does not do justice to the 
Laden users' self-positionings, diverse language learning biographies, and key roles in local 
social groups. Participants often positioned themselves as confident German-speakers, both 
within the Laden and in other social settings, and they displayed diverse repertoires of bits of 
language learnt on the basis of multilingual upbringings, complex migration trajectories, and 
the multiethnic Frankfurt neighbourhood, which suggests that these speakers cannot be 
simply placed somewhere between two ethnolinguistic categories (that of the country of 
origin and that of the host society), as migrant L2 speakers often are. In extract 5, Hui's 
speech clearly demonstrates non-standard forms associated with language contact and second 
language acquisition. Yet, considering: i) the forms of German into which people in the 
Laden are socialised; ii) Hui's successful accommodation of switches/crossings into heritage 
languages and use of elements of local regional varieties; and iii)  his self-positioning as a 
confident German-speaker9, Hui seems adept at flexibly navigating this linguistically diverse 
context. Moreover, it appears that even when interlocutors only share a very limited set of 
language resources and non-understandings are frequent, such as in the interactions between 
                                                           
9 In extract 5, Hui states that he is able to converse with his German-speaking doctor unaided (see lines 50-54, 
67) and even helps to mediate for friends who have lower German proficiency than he does (see lines 59-62). 
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Ata and Al (see extract 6), speakers are still able to generate a positive ambience in their 
interactions in ecumenical German, for example through signalling engaged listenership (see 
section 4). Such low-key social actions are likely to be missed in investigations that isolate 
and analyse linguistic forms and structures away from the unfolding activity and social 
relations between the interlocutors. 

Finally, in order not to present a romanticised account of the communicative and linguistic 
patterns and strategies developing in the Laden, it was important to discuss, rather than 
erase, the limits to comprehension and ways of dealing with them. In cases in which linguistic 
discrepancies dominated in interactions in ecumenical German and a situation of non-
understanding persisted, interlocutors were sometimes found to make sense of the understood 
material as best possible in order to put together an answer, avoid interactional breakdown, 
and maintain the kooperativer Eindruck ('cooperative impression') (Hinnenkamp 1989). 
Moreover, as is expected in diverse and constantly changing urban settings like the Laden, 
some individuals (such as newcomers) may not (yet) speak a form of German. In such cases, 
their discrepant language repertoires tended to be bridged through practices of translation and 
interpreting, involving networks of communication organised around individuals who display 
proficiencies in an array of languages and varieties. Ata was often found to provide help with 
such communicative tasks on demand in the Laden, as well as to spontaneously perform 
translation/interpreting as a practice of inclusion (see extract 24).  

It is important to note that while translating and interpreting in formal contexts - such as in 
asylum processes (see e.g. Maryns and Blommaert 2006), language teaching and testing (see 
e.g. Dendrinos 2006) and linguistic experiments (see e.g. Knapp-Potthoff and Knapp 1987) - 
have received some attention in socio- and applied linguistics and the study of intercultural 
communication respectively, the communicative and social functions of translating and 
interpreting in the negotiation of everyday life in diverse urban neighbourhoods appear not to 
have been systematically and empirically investigated.10 One reason for this could be the 
difficulty of obtaining spontaneous real-life interactional data (see Knapp-Potthoff and Knapp 
1987: 189). Thus, further research in this area is necessary. 

It is hoped that, by paying close attention to the 'Total Linguistic Fact', this paper has 
presented a detailed yet non-romanticised account of the micro-ecology of language 
cultivated in this linguistically, ethnically and generationally diverse setting in Frankfurt am 
Main. Furthermore, it testifies to the important contribution that linguistic ethnography can 
make to our understanding of modes of life in diverse and constantly changing urban 
neighbourhoods, allowing us to escape essentialist group classifications and identify the 
development of new alignments of people, situated activity, signs, and social perceptions. 

Such understandings are explicitly sought at a governmental level in Frankfurt. Indeed, this 
project was conducted in Frankfurt as this city claims a pioneering role in integration politics 

                                                           
10 The 2014-18 AHRC-funded project, 'Translation and Translanguaging: Investigating Linguistic and Cultural 
Transformations in Superdiverse Wards in Four UK Cities', led by Angela Creese, aims to make a significant 
contribution to understanding communication across languages, varieties and cultures in the everyday context of 
hospital wards. 
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in Germany. In 2010, Frankfurt's Office for Multicultural Affairs introduced a new 
Integrations- und Diversitätskonzept (Integration and Diversity Concept) (Magistrat der Stadt 
Frankfurt am Main 2010), which centres on the notion of 'superdiversity' and discourages 
practices of culturalisation and ethnicisation, while promoting the interconnectedness of 
milieus, equality of participation, and the use of diversity as a resource.  

Moreover, the important social function served by the Bahnhofsviertel (the area of the city in 
which the Laden is located) for a diversified community of people is also recognised at an 
official level. Due to its high proportion of residents, traders and frequenters with a migration 
background, Frankfurt's City Planning Department understands this particular locality to 
serve 'a function that extends far beyond the city limits as regards the social integration of 
immigrants' (Stadtplanungsamt Frankfurt am Main 2014).  

So social categorisation is becoming a challenge and the notion of superdiversity is now 
being drawn upon not only by scholars but by government officials. At the same time, there is 
a contention that particular combinations of spaces, activities, and capacities are generative of 
new types of interconnectedness in these urban environments. Such combinations are 
explicated in Wise and Velayutham's (2013) non-linguistic ethnographic investigation of 
some of the capacities, intuitions and practices underpinning 'convivial multiculture' in a 
multiethnic housing estate in Singapore and a diverse neighbourhood in Sydney. They ground 
convivial multiculture in three interrelated frames: spatial ordering, connecting and bridging 
work, and the intercultural habitus (see Bourdieu 1977). Spatial ordering concerns the 
influence of the built environment's design and regulation on opportunities for inter-ethnic 
interaction and the development of social conventions for intercultural accommodation and 
adjustment (e.g. shared corridors and spaces for cultural events). Connecting and bridging 
work is performed by key individuals who, through cultural and personal capacities, construct 
links between local actors of diverse backgrounds. And the intercultural habitus refers to the 
habits, modes and practices of adaptation to cultural and religious differences, whereby 
language is argued to play a central role. 

Similar combinations are observable in the Laden. Firstly, the specific spaces and activities in 
which people in the Laden converge (e.g. the communal gathering space, having one's hair 
cut or a cup of tea, casual talk, help with communicative tasks) provide opportunities for 
interaction and accommodation between diverse actors. Secondly, key individuals such as 
Ata direct how people get along and communicate by encouraging processes of language 
learning/socialisation and helping with communicative tasks through translating/interpreting. 
Thirdly, particular local interactional sensitivities, displayed in ecumenical German, a licence 
to cross, and translating/interpreting as a practice of inclusion, have developed to 
accommodate, adapt to, and bridge linguistic differences and discrepancies. Indeed, notions 
of 'conviviality' and community were invoked by people in the Laden at particular moments 
of meta reflection or actual difficulty. Addressing the premise that discrepant language 
repertoires potentially pose a threat of fragmentation, Ata reported a necessity as sharers of 
this common space to accommodate one another's competencies and achieve understanding. 
In this respect, he ideologised ecumenical German as the community's universal language 
(see extracts 8 and 12). On the other hand, addressing the premise that racial differences 
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potentially pose a threat of fragmentation, Hui's formulation below continually invokes a 
sense of human sameness, claiming that in everyday talk and social interaction in the street 
these differences are sidelined: 

Extract 25 

Hui: you see ya you must look what happened people. same I stay here. I see all the 
people very like me. why? I no say ah you are black man you are da white- no all 
people same. all friend. ok you talk with me I talk with you. you don't talk with me I 
also don't talk with you. normal. ya normal. my my- last time my wife come here he 
say hey- I go this road ya a lot of people- ((speaking in higher-pitched voice)) oh Hui 
ah ((returning to original pitch)) so. ((speaking in higher-pitched voice)) why you- 
you know so many people. ((returning to original pitch)) ya. I say ya. because I know 
same like people- I see upstairs ((meaning: their mentality)). I know all people same. 
you talk with me I talk with you. you friend with me I friend with you. normal. it's 
like that. (Interview with Hui, 07/04/14)  

The agenda of Frankfurt's Integrations- und Diversitätskonzept calls for more qualitative 
investigation of locally lived superdiversity (Magistrat der Stadt Frankfurt am Main 2009: 
22), and the orientation of the Total Linguistic Fact to forms, situations and ideology provides 
a powerful equipment for exploring and understanding new types of interconnectedness in 
urban environments. 
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Appendix 1 

 

Transcription conventions 

(.)   Short pause 

(..)   Longer pause 

(...)   Very long pause 

-   Word or sentence interruption 

=   Latch on by same or other speaker 

[   Overlapping speech 

.   Falling intonation 

?   Rising intonation 

CAPital  Stress, emphasis 

((comment))  Comment/stage direction related to speech  

...   Part of speech missing 

[XX]   Inaudible speech or name removed from original 
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Appendix 2 

Questionnaires used during fieldwork 

Questionnaire for hair salon clients 

General information 

Sex: Male / Female 

Age: ................ 

In which district of Frankfurt do you live?  ............................................................................. 

Where were you born? Country ............................................ Place.......................................... 

If you weren't born in Germany, how old were you when you moved here? ................ 

Why did you move here? .......................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Where did you go to school? Country(ies) ................................. Place(s)................................ 

In which other countries and places have you lived? How old were you? For how long 

did you live there? ..................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Do you work? If yes, what do you do? ..................................................................................... 

Which languages do you speak? .............................................................................................. 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

 Which language(s) do you feel most comfortable speaking? ................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

How do you feel most comfortable communicating with other people in this salon? 

What do you do to get your message and personality across? .............................................. 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Your salon visits 

How did you hear about this hair salon? ................................................................................ 
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When did you first start coming here? .................................................................................... 

How often do you come here? .................................................................................................. 

Why do you come here? What do you find here that you don't find in other hair salons? 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

What exactly do you do when you come here? What does a typical visit involve? ............. 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

How would you describe the salon? What is the atmosphere like? ...................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Who is your hairdresser? ......................................................................................................... 

Why do you like this hairdresser? ........................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

What specific hair care needs and wishes (religious, cultural, personal etc.) do you 

have? ........................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

How does your hairdresser meet those needs? ....................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

What sorts of things do you talk about with your hairdresser? ........................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

How do you communicate with your hairdresser? ................................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

How do you feel when you leave the salon? ............................................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Other comments ........................................................................................................................ 
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...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

 

Questionnaire for hair salon workers 

General information 

Sex: Male / Female 

Age: ................ 

In which district of Frankfurt do you live?  ............................................................................. 

Where were you born? Country ........................................... Place........................................... 

If you weren't born in Germany, how old were you when you moved here? ................ 

Why did you move here? .......................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Where did you go to school? Country(ies) ................................. Place(s)................................ 

In which other countries and places have you lived? How old were you? For how long 

did you live there? ..................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Do you work? If yes, what do you do? ..................................................................................... 

Which languages do you speak? .............................................................................................. 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Which language(s) do you feel most comfortable speaking? ................................................. 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

How do you feel most comfortable communicating with other people in this salon? 

What do you do to get your message and personality across? .............................................. 
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...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Your salon work 

When did you first start working here? Why? ....................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

What are your working days and hours? ................................................................................ 

What does a typical day in the salon involve? ........................................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

What else happens here apart from hairdressing? ................................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Please describe your training ................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

How big is your clientele? How would you describe it in terms of language/culture? ....... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

How do you manage your clientele? ........................................................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Why do your clients come here? What do they find here that they don't find in other 
salons? ........................................................................................................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

What special hair care needs and wishes (religious, cultural, personal etc.) do your 
clients have? ............................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

How do you meet their needs? ................................................................................................. 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

What sorts of things do you talk about with your clients? .................................................... 
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...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

How do you communicate best with them? ............................................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

How would you describe the salon? What is the atmosphere like? ...................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Other comments ........................................................................................................................ 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

 

 


